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TELLS MURDER OF CHRISTIANS

HAINS

BOmiFE

OF

Witness for the Defense
tempts to Show That
His Son Was
Insane.

At-

USED

Y..

April

29.

General

Peter '. Haiti, retired, the aged
father of Captain Peter C. Halns, Jr.,
vln is on trial for tinmurder of
-

William K. Annis, was the first witness for the defense today. The general said he discovered in the boy
at an early age signs of excessive
nervousness.
He said that the buy graduated at
Annapolis in 1S93 but did not enter
the service because, of poor eyes. He
said the conduct of Claudia Hains
in the early part of their married
life was that of a "loving wife." He
then told Incidents In the life of the
boy tending to show mental incapacity. Before leaving the stand he told
of (Captain Hains' attitude when told
that his wife had not been home for
a week.
The prosecution yesterday rested
Its case after introducing two witnesses who told of the shooting, of
the appearance of Haiira and of his
attitude while waiting for Annlg to
appear. The prosecution in Its
gument
declared the killing of
Annis to have been malicious murder.
opening-ar-

GOVERNOR

"

WILL

INVESTIGATE

AFFAIR

(iocs to
Curry
Alamogordo to
Straighten Out Trouble Concerning tlio Itlliid school.
Santa Fe, N.

April 29. Gov
leave Saturday for
Alamogordo where he will meet with
the board of trustees of the territ
Institution for the blind, to dis
cuss with the members of the board
the situation arising out of the resignation of the faculty on account of
the Pierce scandal.
It. H. Pierce, a prominent business
man of Alamogordo and formerly a
member of the board of trustees,
came to Albuquerque in charge of a
party of blind girls during the Irrigation congress. Grave charges were
made against him by the girL, he
was Indicted by a grand jury, but left
Alamogordo. Uecently it in said he
has returned to Alamogordo and the
members of the faculty have resigned
because the charges against him ar'
not being prosecuted.

trnor Curry

M.,

will

ir-i- al

OXK
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Fanatical Attack? on Armenians Continue With-

MADE

TltXAl0.

Wichita, Kan., April 29. A tornado struck Douglass, u small town 2 j
miles southeast of here on the Santa
Ke, and killed LiOuLs Ayers, 74 yeare
old. and destroyed eight houses 'n
Douglass and eight houses and bar is
in tlv- - country south of Douglass.

COUNT

IN PARIS

Whm Performed
terday and the
Sirvkx.'M
Held Today.

Civil

l'aris, AprJI 29. The religious ceremony uniting in marriage Mis Muriel WhiUs daughter of th- - American
amlRisnador,
and Count Hermann
Scherr Thoss, an officer in the Prussian army, took place in St. Joseph's
church today. The civil ceremony
was performed yesterday and was attended by only a few relatives. The
ceremony wa largely attended.
feAYKD ILU1Y MASTtlt.
Encinitaa, Cal., April 29. Elliott
Coutts, 1 year old, owes his life to the
intelligence of his pet dog.
Both
were romping near a bridge yesterday in the vicinity of home when the
IKK;

child saw a rattlesnake and attempted to make friend with it. The dog,
realizing the danger, seized the little
one by the clothes and dragged him
away. Mrs. Coutts, hearing the frantic barking of the dog. ran to the
scene and killed the snake with
h e.

HKXSO.V WAS ACQl TlTi:i.

i

W.ihington, April 29 John F.
lienson, of San Francisco, charged
with the bribery of government officials in connection witli lund irregularities, waa acquitted by a Jury in
the criminal court this afternoon.

ON

BRIDGE

Bill.

TRANSFORM PALACE
HOMELESS

lT0

A

DIRECTOR
MUSEUM

Kecreatltfn
Grounds.

Condition.! in the
Adanu as a re-

Pi

rv.l
'hi

sult of the recent fanatical Mosclm
movements upon the Christians, is
terrible. Dead bodies are lying in the
,
Holds, numberless
Armenian
have been burned, the whole
country has been laid waste and
most unsanitary conditions
prevail
everywhere. Dysentary is appearing
and the survivors of thmassacres
are surrounded by suafti s of horror.
The emergency ""hospitals which
were established here, contain
300
patients, who are suffering from
wounds. Many of them are women
and the average number of wounds
to each person is four. There Is great
need of medical supplies.
Practically the entire Armenian
population of Adana, about
15,000
people, are homeless. Several women
- ttld the nurses they were shot because they screamed when they saw MRS. JAS. H. HOYLE, WITH A
HALF DOZEX ALIASES, WHO
their husbands shot before their eyes.
WAS AXXA McTBUMJTT.
Troops fo the
Mersinu, April 29. Two battalions
of Turkish troops arrived here today. RECEIVER TAUGHT
It Is understood that a strong detachment will be sent to Hadjiu to
M'CARREH A IESS0N
effect the relief of the American women missonarle(i there, who for a
fortnight, have been besieged by a
horde of fanatical Moslems.
Xrw A'ork State Senator
Soinethiiu; Xew ill tli Way or
Killing t'luistluiiH.
W illi Street I'U'lng.
Constantinople, April 29. A telegram received here from Adana saya
Xew York, April 29. Although a
that the fighting which began there speculator in Wall street for many
Sunday continued for two days and years, state Senator Patrick H. Mc- that a terrible fire is destroying the Carren of Xew York, has learned
Christian quarter of the city. Further something he did not before know
efiort U being made to stamp out the about high finance. When the receiv-(- l
Armenian population, says the disfor the defunct brokerage firm of
patch.
Ennis & Stoppani culled on him for
a settlement of his accounts of J4jI),-00the senator said he would pay
PYROMANIAC GETS
the amount if the receiver returned
to him 2,Tu( shaii of Amalgamated
Copper, 2.UU0 It. 11. T.
and
FREE FROM ASYLUM 2,000 shares of the t'nitedshares
Slates rubier lirst preferred. The receiver was
unable to lind this stock as it long
Man Who siameU Many 11 res !p-e- ago had been d.fp.eeii of in the market. Hut accepting McCarren's offer,
anil I'olice Search for Him.
the receiver went into tile market and
Chicago, April 29. Andrew Han- purchased the required stock at about
$100,000 less 'haii the similar shares
son, a pyromuniac, who
was committed to the insane asylum at Elgin had originally cost McCarren. He
in January, has escaped and If still thereupon traded the shares for
check for nearly 10 million.
at large. The police of Chicago are
On being questioned the receiver
keeping a sharp lookout f r him and
the fire department is on edge, past as to any assets of the firm of which
experience with the escapudes
f lie might have knowledge, Mrs. Thos.
Hanson having taught the firemen A. Ennis. wife of the h' ad of the firm
that trouble conies in bunches when expressed her willingness to turn
over to the receiver all of her privat.i
he Is not restrained.
His vagariiw cover a period of sev- fortune to pay creditors.
eral years and he Is accused of starting more than llio tires. He had been
TRY RICH WOMAN
in the custody of the police a number of times and was committed i
the Chester asylum by Judge Tutiilll
WHO KILLED A MAN
three years ago. Subsequently Jude
Tuthill paroled Hanson to hims-'land the police were afraid to lay
hands on him. though the tempta- Mioxoiiri Girl Shoi Slsier's Sweetheart
YA hell
lit Itefusttl to Apolorl
tion was great when he as found in
the neighborhood of a lire.
for lniproH'r Siulcnifiitx.
paIt was during the period of
role In December that be was placed
Xeoslio, Mo., April 29. "Johnny"
under arrest on suspicion of having
net lire to a coal and wood yard. He Davidson, a wealthy young woman
Hoy Hamsour
a sent to Elgin shortly afterwarl. who shot utnl killed
The most active period of Hanson's here Julie 6, 190S, following a quaroperations was the spring and sum- rel at the li vidson home, was placed
mer of 1904. He is suspected of hav- en trial lu re today. She made a plea
ing set tire to 18 buildings in three of
Kumsour was a suit T for the hand
entailing a property loss of
days,
of Miss Davidson's sister. A few
$4 tVj.000.
days before the murder a quarrel enWll.l- - STOP AUi SMOKING.
sued and Itatnsour
used improper
Chicago, April 29. Smoking on l..ngu.iKc. "Johnny" demanded a rerethe street cars uOd elevated rouJs traction and when
ltamsour
trains is to be prohibited by law If fused, she shot him.
made to Mayor
recommendation
Ilusse and the city council by City WILL I'sK UATKlt t;lX
Traction Expert ilerely are carried
OX SPKK.IUNG
AlTOISrs
out. In his annual report he declares
Hammond,
lnd.. April 29. The pocommon
a
nuisance
are
that smokers
lite of tliis town have devised a new
and shoul 1 be suppressed.
The ordinance prohibiting spitting plan to quench the urdor of the auwhose
favorite
on floors and platform
of cure will tomobile scorcher,
never be eft. dually enforced un'il stretch for speeding is Calumet aveMidway along thi
thoroughsmoking is abolished, according to nue.
Mr. He rely. He says he makes the fare a field tel phone will be installed
recommr ndation in the interests of and worked by an officer, who will
public heKltn and comfort us smok- s. rid information to the farther end
ing is offensive to the great major- of the approach of a violator of the
fp ed ordinance. Here will be estabity.
lished a water gun with a three inch
nozzle and 10n pounds pressure to
Till: AGItKKMKXT SIGXKD.
Philadelphia. April ?9 The agree, the inch.
ment between the miners and operIt Is claimed that on the refusal of
ators in the anthracite district, as- the chauffeur to stop when ordered
suring industrial peace in that reg- a stream will be turneu upon him
years, was with a force Mufficicnt to lift hlin out
ion for the next three
signed here today by representative of the machine without Inflicting ee-- I
,
rious injury.
of the employes and men.
farm-hou-si-

BILL

to Veto the

Say Survivors
at Adana.
29.

WILL

THE CENSUS

Name Terrified
People.

Plan to Throw Open Sultan's Pri
vate Residence to the
Public and Make

Adana, April

HI

ANYJIME

Women Were Shot Down Became
They Screamed When Their
Husbands Were Killed.

ctuntry surrounding

PRES

Young Turks Make an End Taft Gives Assurance
That
of Giant Nubian Whose
He Never Did Intend

w

0.

d

f

MISS WHITE WEDS

BODYGUARD

AIM

THOUSANDS WERE

Rested Case After Introducing Testimony to Show How Halns
Looked and Acted
When He
Shot.
Flushing. N.

HANGED

IQpS

WITNESSES

TWO

KIDNAPERS TO BE TRIED SOON

out Interruption.

PROSECUTION

NUMREK 92

SULTAN'S

THE STEADY WORK

OF INCIDENTS IN

THE

Denver, Colo., April 29-F- iir
eicept rail
or snow lortb porttoa lonlglit or Friday
Colder.

KIRST

GETT

VOLUME 24.
Gf

KA1HER FORUCASTj

;

'

e.

fry?

t

wit.
CHIKF FIG I' It KS
I.V

WIUTI.A

XAP1XO
IS

CASK

SCHEPCUCD

KID- -

TO

HBG1.V

TOMORROW UNLBKS

ii:fex'se sPx?rnEs
I'OS'PPOXTEMEXT.
I

HARRIAN

GIVES

A MARINE

LAND' FOR PARK
.Now

Will

JVr-M--

Kwtabllsh

.MugiiUi-vn- t

Stuto llewrvf If Possible to
Secure IjiihIm Wanted.
S.
Monclair N. J.. April
H.
who owns 4.',000 acres of
land on the border between this state
and Xew York, has Informed Governor Fort that he will give the state
23,000 acres of his holdings providing the state can get liosefjssion of a
balance of a tract of about 200,000
acres In that section which Xew Jersey desires to acquire us u park. The
balance of the land is owned principally by the Hood and Hamilton
estates.
This announcement was made by
the governor in a speech here in
which ho said that besides making a
magnificent park of this property, a
nservolr could be built on it that
v ould supply ull the larger cities of
the state with unlimited water.
29.-H-

NEZ

PERCES TRIBE
ORGANIZES BANK

ortli'--t Indians

Will Take Cure of
Their Own Money
of 1'ttliUf W hiten Do IU

Spokane, Wash., April 29. Indians
of the Xcz Perce tribe, which, under
the leadership of Chief Joseph, led
Generals Howard and Miles sueli
merry chases almost a third of a century a Co, are organizing a company
to establish a bank at Fort l.ei.ual,
Idaho, southeast
of Spokane. in
which the chief business will be with
led men who are to receive approximately $150,000 from the federal gov-- i
rnmetit this year as Interest mid
money due them on the sale of their
iands. The board of directors will
be Indians.
Most of the Indians on the reserve
are wealthy through tin- sale of their
lands, and many of them h.i.e ac
counts In banks in vailous parts of
the north A est. It is expected that
the bank will have deposits of $200,-00in a short time. This Is the first
Institution of its kind In the Pacific
Xorthweht.
-

0

CANADIANS

HAVE

SERIODS COAL STRIKE

CORPS

CSPIAIiilET
Prisoners Got Away lYoni Hint ami
llounl IXfldc.l He Watt Not
Strict Knoutih.

HAVE

JRGE

POWERS

It Would Take Years to Complete
Work If He Had to Have
Every Act Approved
by the Sec-

retary.

Constantinople,
April 29. Xadar
Pashu, second unuch of the palace
under the regime of Abdul Hamld,
was hanged at down today on the
Galata bridge. The hody was allowed
to hang until 8 o'clock and thousands
stopped there to lock at the giant
Xublan, whose r.ame was a terror
under Abdul.
In life, Xadar was six feet, four
inches tr.U and was most powerful.
He
executed after a court mar-t'had Investigated the charge that
I' j Instigated the mutiny of April 15.
it was reputed that he was ambitious
tnd Insensible to the sufferings of
others. He was one of tho trio that
made up Abdul's cabinet. The others
wtro Izzct Pasha, now hiding In London, and Fehlm Pasha,
ince killer
,
In Russia.
The transformation of the barracks
used by the sultan's personal troops
Is being discussed. The location con
stitutes the finest in the city. It is
also suggested that the Yildls Kiosk
be transformed Into a museum and
the grounds Into recreation grounds
for the people.
Mehmed V has received hosts of
congratulations. Telegrams from King
fc.dwBd nnd l're.ldou Fallejlen nei
the first to arrive, otllelal notice has
been posted that the people will be
allowed to remain on the streets until 10:30 at nights.
Sultan at Salonlkl.
Salonikl, April 29. The deposed
sultan, Abdul Humid, arrived
here
lr.st night from Constantinople.
H
was accompanied by his two sons and
eleven women of his harem. The pur-t- y
wa quietly escorted to a villa in
the suburbs set aside for their use.
al

WHICH

isT

Washington. Anrll 20 tn.iinii
point today to an early settlement of
the censuB office contrnnn f?j.n- eentatlve Crumpacker, chairman of
ine itouse committee on the census,
had a long Interview with the president today and it Is authoritively
stated that Taft has not at any time
entertained en Idea r,r uutni. .k.
bill. The bill will have his signature
as soon as the Hue and Senate ap
prove me report of the conference.
Representative Crumpacker said !t
wouid take seven years to complete
the census If the secretary of commerce and labor had to annrovA e- ery act of the director of the census,
and the director,
therefore, must
nave large powers.
Discovers "Joker."
Consideration of the tariff bill was
resumed today by the Senate and after Mr. Kaynrr had made an exhaustive speech in opposition to the
general protective tariff policy of tho
Itepubllcan party, Mr. Xelson took
tho floor to present
objections to
some of the schedules.
He manifested special satisfaction
over the discovery by himself, of
i.Ji.,1 Jt s. 11 wc rr. :iun.
"JoKer'"
in the .umner schedule.
While til
rates on lumber are supposedly lower,
he said, they are in fact higher than
under the Dlngley bill.

iu

SPOUTS MADE MA'CH MOSKY.
New York, April 29. A resident of
April 29. After an in
Huston.
Sydney, Australia, who has Just arquiry into the recent escape of live
rived in town und who saw the Burns-Johnso-n
prisoners from the naval prison here
light, says the smart sportCaptain Charles C. Carpenter,
In
ing element worked a neat trick becharge of tho institution, has been
fore the mill by which they cleaned
detached on the ground that he was
up a lot of sure money.
sufficiently
discipprison
not
strict in
They eneugcj a big negro who
line. The prisoners have not been re
looked something like Johnson to go
captured.
Captain Carpenter
has
about Sydney at night drinking and
been commander of the prison since
carousing in the leading saloons, un8
year.
June
of last
ENTER FOR RACE til the report became prevalent that
It was believed in the yard that
Johnson was In no condition to fight.
Captain Carpenter
had been pracIn this way they made the odds on
tically exonerated by the local board
Hums go up until they were ready to
is
Another
Marathon
for
Arrani!
which Investigated the escape. Cap
plank down their coin on the black
Next .Month ut New York and
tain Carpenter asked for u court of
fighter, who they knew, was In splenHe
Will
IlliT
Purse
Divided.
Inquiry on the escape, so that the
did condition.
blame could be officially placed.
A
New York. April
29.
$10,000
His request for such nn Inquiry has grand international Marathon
race,
not us yet been granted, which caus- Is announced for May 8, at the Polo FLAMES DESTROYED
ed some of the local naval and ma- grounds In this city. The promoters
rine olficers to feel that there might say It Is for the championship of th.!
be some error regarding the telegram world.
SOHEJATTEN WHEAT
from Washington conveying the InSt. Yves, the Frenchman who wo i
formation that he had been detached. the derby, Simpson, the Indian;
t.
Moloney and Orpbes and
The I.OM. Wbm Insured,, However, and
mii.wai ki:e has snow.
the winners of the recent six days
tin" Wheat King Won't Ixc AnyMilwaukee, April 29. Snow fell In go as you please, race in Madison
thing on I'lre.
different portions of Wisconsin lust Square Garden, have already entered.
night to a depth o three Inches,
The management expects that Pat
Chicago, April 29. One fireman
White of Ireland; CarvaJal of Cuba;
Englishman who was killed, another is missing, and
Appleby,
the
Fred
KILLED 1HE GIRL
twice d'feuted Shrubb; Svanborg, the eight were hurt In a Are which deSwede; Johnny Hayes, Tom Long- stroyed elevator It, on the Illinois
railroad this morning. The
AND THEN SUICIDED boat and Shrubh will also enter. It Central
is announced that the $10,000 will conflagration was discovered at the
be divided $Ti,000 to
the winner, beighth of a violent electric storm
$2,000, and before firemen could reach it the
Smith College Chiiihjs the Stfiie of then in order of the finish,
damage amounted
to more than
$120o, $S00, $r,00, $300. and $200.
Ifciuhlf TragetlV Which KcHiiltcd
$1,000,000.
Suwlheart'K Quarrel.
Though u heavy rain was falling
PATIUnSDI Jl CAIl STA HTS.
Northampton, Mass., April 29.
Denver, April 29. The Pathfinder when the firemen reached the fire,
Enraged because she had broken her car which will blaze the trail from the flames burned
rapidly.
Hina
tngagement with him and refused to Denver to the City of Mexico to be filled with all kinds of grain were
renew It, Porter Smith of Chicago, followed in the flag to flag ruce'for a mass of flames when the firemen
a graduate
from Dartmouth college the W. H. Wahlgren trophy, will be started to work. Lieutenant Patrick
last year, shot and fatally wounded started from Denver May 1. The pro- McEiligott was buried under the deMiss Helen Aytr
Maiden, u senior posed route will be by way of El bris and killed. James Cooper, a
nt Smith college, this morning, anil Paso. The pathfinder crew will con- fireman, Is missing.
The elevator remained $700,001)
Miss Smith sist of Ed Spooner of New York. Wilthen committed suicide
died shortly before noon.
liam Knipper of Detroit and W, C. worth of grain, including 350. 00
bushels of wheat owned by ftart-bt- t,
Smith followed Miss Marden for Mai. Carte n of Chicago.
several days but she refused to see
Patten Co., leaders of the reday,
Ki.Kiinvr.;
him.
Today as bhe came from the
cent bull campaign. The grain was
day
29.
April
Founders
Pittsburg,
tully Insured. Elevator A contained
students' building she met him. Students from afar off saw him shoot i being celebrated at the Carnegie 4 84.000 bushels of wheat also owned
In
today
of
Andrew
honor
by the Hartlett,
and saw Miss Maiden fall. Smith
Patten Co..
Carnegie, through whose generosity was slightly damaged by water.which
then shot himself, dying instantly.
it was established. The formal cereSHK I'Ol'KD A CHJXK.
monies included addresses by the
von DECISION WON'I
liloomingt in. 111., April 29 A German ambassador,
Count
mistake by Mrs. O. A. Murphy In l:ernstorff. Sir Casper pudrou ciaik,
voting a bunk check instead of the Alfred Eiist. president of the Royal
regulation ballot defeated her
Si clely of f'.iltlsh artists.
STOP PROSECUTION
who was a candidate for memSNOW IN MONTANV
ber of the board of education
of
Helena. April 29. A heavy snow-fel- Miornej (,nei'al
Tuylorville.
Instructs
District
over parts of the state last night.
She folded up her ballot before she
Attorney at Tulsa lo
After
ft home, placing it in her purse. I: will not cause damage but rather
Haskell and 111 IVIends.
a
She ulso placed
check In the aid spring crop sowing
purse. When she reached the voting
Washington. April 29. After conplace she banded the wrong piece of
sideration of the reasons given by the
M)
HAD I IKi: AT
paper to the Judges and the error was
court for it action in quashing InAm.iriilo, Texas. April 29
not discovered until evening. when
dictments against Governor Haskell
perin
Two
Mocks
business
the
the Judges unfolded the check. Her
in the Muskode- - 4 and six
X.
M..
Clovis.
tioll
of
Wele
husband was tied with Thomas Hill
gee town lot cases, the attorney gen-m.by
today.
stroyed
fire
The
for the place, uml it was necessary to
today telegraphed instructions t
buildings
of 4
were generally
draw lots. Hill was the lucky contin' I'nlted States district Attorney at
flimsy
construction,
burned
and
testant. Had Mrs. Murphy not voted
Tul.--a
to proceed with the
rapidly. The loss is about $35.- tho check her husband would have
ns umler the rules as laid down by
partly
000.
Insured.
been successful.
Jti Iku Marshall.

itiMi;its

hus-lan-

Many

laru

.Miners oru Idle and
I lie
Dominion are Suffering

lyom

iJM--

of

of fuel.

Winnepeg, April 29 Tile
coal
strike situation in western Canada is
sr rlous. Three thousand miners
ire
idle now. Fertile and Michel, which
are controlled by the Great Northern
are the only districts w here coal is being mined and the statement u made
that all of the coal mined there !s
beipg sent to the t'nited States. The
chief consuming centers of Canada
are making complaint at this. It is
said that several cities are in want
of coal.

I.

iI

pro-cu-ti-
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PRESIDENT

From the Travel Magazine for April.
A travelers' club of over a hundcrd
thousand members! That Is wliat the
Touring Club of France professes to
be, and In. (Iotig before the duys of
the automobile. In the Infancy of the
bicycle, an association of Frenchmen
It tended In touring
in their own
varied and delightful land founded a
niodert society with the avowed
of making touring In France the
more aitreca'ble and
From such beginnings the Touring
club of France has grown to its present vast proportions, with the jirrwl-- d
nt or the republic as Its honorary
head, with direct executive powers
vested In tho able hands of Monsieur
Abel UulifT.
The club has a little
ministry of its own which launch. 'S
projects to ameliorate touring conditions: where needed, such as giving
advice and counsel to innkeepers and
others, uidlng In the upkeep of good
ro.idi t.'io preservation of historic
sites and monuments, and even in
the building of road. In litis last conboulevard-lik- e
nection a splendid
thoroughfare for twenty-fiv- e
miles
along the French Riviera, between
Frejus and Cannes, has Just been
opened where only a coast guard's
trail led before. It Is the most magnificent oceanslde roadway extant
and Its inception and cotnplction is
wholly due to the Initiative of the
Touring Club of France.
The functions of this gre;it and influential wisoelation are devoted entirely to ground for travelers by road
and rail. Its functions and the ramification of its various conmiitti m are
so numerous and. potent that not all
can be recounted here.
One committee has gone so far us
to supply road workers with water
proof clothing and boot for their
arduous labors and to render Imme
diate financial aid in case of need
through accident or death. Another
department looks t the better fit
ting up and Installing of country ho
tels, anil has invented, or at least de
veloped the chain oer hyKl'iilque, u
sleeping apartment furnished on sail
itary lines, as contract' d with the
,u-Je-

TTIK OUI1C1 AL NKWSIWri-lt-

.

March 19, 19C9.
Territory of New Mexico. Ofllo of - the Secretary. 9 of
with section
Public notice Is hereby given that In compliancelegisThlrty-elBht- h
of
213
the
No.
bill
House
for
eubstltute
Council
Secretary of
requiring
the
17,
1909.
March
approved
assembly,
lative
an official newspaper of New Mexico, ino
the Territory to designate
ot
Alouquerque Citizen I hereby designated as such omcialANnrpP"Per
JAFFA.
NATII
(Signed)
New Mexico.
Secretary of New Mexico.
(geal)
r

SUBSCRIPTION IIATES.

....15.00

Om year by rnall In adranoc
Um month by nmtl
.M
ua montb by carrier within city limit.
matter at the Portoffloe ot Albuquerque, N. M.
Entered as aejond-clas- s
Wer Act ot OoniMi of March 8, 17.
ea
The only Illustrated dally newspaper In New Merle and the
anlsing n Milium of the Southwest.
of the Bwuhweat.
The leading Republican daily and weekly newspaper
-.
The advocate of Republican principle ana me oqure
CITIZEN HAS:
rV AICQUERQUE
equipped Job department

In New Mexico.
The flneM
Hie latent report by Associated ITess and Auxiliary New
WK GET THE NEWS FIRST."

Serrlce.

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
territories of New Mexico and
W. faTor the Immediate admission of the
arlsone aa separata atates In the Union. Republican National Platform.

rjfie

grafting of liter.

rrm.Es.

THl'ItSIlAY,

two Incidents seem to open a nw
chapter In the history of the operatic
ftagc.
tJone are the old Illusion) of the
garret nnd the crust, the persistently
struggle
hopeful
with adversity,
which have been associated with the
makings of musical artists of the
fairer ex. They must ride in victor- as, dine with the wealthy, nnd wear
silks and Jewels while they are cultivating their vocal glftB and learning
to express emotions. The cost of the
of a
two or three yitirs' training
prima donna far exceeds the sum an
old fashioned American father would
have thought needful to educate thoroughly and prepare for useful citizen- hip eight or t n sturdy sons with
healthy appetites.

DAILY AND WEEKLY

uuzen Publishing Company ol Albuquerque,

K

; CLIPPINGS !
From 3ha Press

WHAT IF

Till'

COWS

ter the field of prevarication against
so accomplished an artist. And when
our assertion reflecting
upon the
refutation of any Individual is catl- gorically denied we shall either give
the reasons and proofs of our statements, if those given are Insufficient,
or specifically retract them. Until
such time as thl Is done we shall Ig
nore all slings of the contemptible
and continue as we have always done
to work for Artesla and its Interests.
The Artesia Advocate,
DIDN'T
TIIK VAMH.
in commenting on the Courier's
Gila monster narrative last evening.
A. W. Edward". confld-nU- al
business
man from Frank M. Murphy, said
that while he was nt Castle Hot
Springs a short time ago, a fat Gila
monster was captured and brought
In and the local sawbones cut the
monster open and took from It eleven
Is
partridge eggs. As the monster
g
an
animal Itself, It is prob
able that the eggs were its own. as
the eggs of the big li.ard would be
about the size of a partridge egg.
l'rescott Courier.
egg-biyin-

1MVT

DIDN'T KNOW HOW TO SWKKT.
Among the amusing Incidents that
have drifted up to this country con
cerning the last legislature, one tells
of the woes of a certain statesman
from South Dakota who went there to
land a Job commensurate with his
talents and standing, and who went
along in ignorance of impending danger until the first pay day arrived.
when he discovered he was on the
payroll as a sweeper. The high Jinks
that followed the discovery, they nay
was a sight that would have moved
the Stoics to laughter. Farmington

Nothing has yet been seen of that
motor car that was to
tun up and down the horny toad dl
vision by daylight.
It will probably
be seen when the cows conic home.
Socorro Chieftain.
new tangled

ikt luxuii.
Senter's barn caught
A

fire
Martin
Tuesday just n. the 'booster train left
F.stancia, und burned to the ground
in spite of the efforts of about fifty
men. The wind was blowing nt a
fearful rate. Torrance County Lead
er.

MADi: A HIT AT SAN M.IM1.I..
The Albuquerque trade excursion
ists' special reuched San Marclal Sat- urday morning at 8:30 o'clock, as
scheduled. The White Caps were a
hundred strong, und a finer lot, of
gallant business fellows never filled
our streets. San Marclal Standard.
WAS A KII,IJ:H.
Jim Miller, who will be remember
ed as the most cold blooded murderer

Mild. Kit

Times-Hustle-

Ilur-ban-

ever

In

k,

&

e.

x"l

11

19U9.
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Carriage
Buying
Days
We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle.
We have
many good styles within the range of modest incomes
Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys, Spring Wagons,
etc. Just received a big carload and will make special low prices for a few days as we need the room and cati use the money

The Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First Street and Tijeras Ave.

IF

your Selection
OF A GOOD BANK
Is important not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

MADK TDK PKOPI.E GASP.
$100,000 looks big to most of th(
people in the vicinity of this town,
und in fact there are but few resi- rtet.ts of the valley who enn speak

of such a sum without gagging, but
that Is the sum Rogwell raised for a
mcind railroad and It Is also the
amount Artesia Is asked to donate
for the new road from EI Paso. Yet
it seems to us that if the railroad
can be secured in no other way. It
would be better to raise this amount
valley an outlet
and give the "I'd-Mon tl.e west. This Is more than twice
as much as we paid for the Meth
cdist college, but while the new road
may not be worth twice as much to
.lie town as the col'ego will be, there
is no doubt but that it will be double
the benefit to t'na farmers In the sur
rounding country. It will undoubted
idly hiv seme elftct on the exist
ing freig.it and pussirgtT rates, but
j better
st ii, It will cper up a new
market for fruit, a! f alia and all kinds
of rrociuee. One hundred thousand
dollurs may em a little high at first,
but the benefits to be secured will
In the end, Justify the expenditure.
Tecos Valley News.

.ii.,

These are

r.

this country, and the man
coffin-lik- e
beds, lu avy who shot and killed Jlud Frazier at
hung windows und stuffy mantle or Toyah. in 1S9K. lias at limt met his
naments of a former generation. A di just deserts. Miller was one of the
rector and two stenographers devote men hung at Ada. Okla.. last week.
themeslves solely to this work and Carlsbad Current.
turn out a correspondence approxi
mating 20,000 letters per nnnuin.
TO PASTVKK.
S1I1PPINU
S. T. Bitting shipped out about 1.- Another department takes especial
care that no historic site is desecrat 000 cows Tuesday and Wednesday
is torn and will ship as many more as can
ed, that no historic shrine
down or turned into u brewery or a he gathered by the west side stock- rag shop, and that the great trees f men. These cattle will be unloaded
some classic wild, where stag and at Toronto, Kansas, where Mr. Bitboar still roam as in the days of ting has leased a 'big pusture. CarlsHenri IV or Francois 1. is not pillag bad Current.
ed to make firewood or eoltiiRe
(illXS WHAT HE MEANS.
The extent to which the
The night police report that during
Touring Club of France may yet go
the early hours yesterday morning j
SLIGHTLY MIXED.
with regard to tho economic qif
An El Paso irlrl is engaged to an
tions of tho day, which stucin to con cninese Masons anu meir newiy in- -'
cern the government ui tjie state itiated brothers from the ranks of Albuquerque young man and recently
little or not lit nil, Is as yvt unde local cltl.ens poured out of the Joss upon returning from a visit at the
house like bats out of a cave and pro- - home of his intended, the lover pur- fined.
Briefly, the Touring t'luJ of Fraiue ceeded to celebrate, being perfectly chased two presents, one for his
offers lt members who no doubt uble to make themselves known to intended and one for her little broth
each other In a second's time. Pi es- - er. To his inamorata he sent a beau
will speedily number a quarter of
tifully bound copy of "Lucille" and to
million for five francs a year, the cott courier.
privilege of putronUIng 3.000 hotds
the boy a fine baseball bat. In some
I IUIV SETTLED IT.
(
HV.
li
up
and down Fiance, and
scattered
inconceivable way both the accom- .
...-.u,
,u
,.u.,,
trip
ru.iou,,.speeven beyond the frontiers, tit a
panylnjf notes and packages were ex
'
nis ehanged wlth tne
c,u"'aeullea
cial prix de favour; secures certain
tnat the
settling
dispute
name
the
about
the
young lady received the baseball bat
reductions on trains and boats; elimi
r
' u'"" and this attached advice:
and
nates custom house difficulties
"
"Please ac
,
.
V,
expense for the cyclist and motor
tow
ns
will
Uos-be
the
!
v
at
of
state
entered
irniiaA nf Renresentatives of the
cyclist; und smooths the way for tii
.v.
nf
1
...
lejtaru. lUKe ic uui Willi nit- i
i, ....
ii.It a iiutomobllist who would cross th
u.oer
iw nsue boyg ad deveIop your muBcleB. En
Missouri, Mr. Coudrey, has introduced a bill which proposes to makerepre
any
to make
fraudulent
borders. It publishes a series of the
into the spirit of the game
..iomAinnr for anv n rson or corporation
...
and most beautifully disigned and print' d ....... ...
vh..' I in loui ni.iiiuei. ,,,, , hif
t, ,ov of- -j vnu
sentations In an advertisement, such as "bankrupt." "damaged goods,"
Clovis
News.
damaged
topographic road maps ever issued i:i
when the Roods offered for sale are not a part of a
r
in hand In later life. Take thia bat,
spit on your hands, walk up to the
or bankrupt stock. The bill is wide in iU scope and has a resemblance to sny land and supplies, at a substan
.IIST DKEAMIV.
pure food legislation In that It requires advertisements or au goous to iai t!al discount, any and all guides.
Cupt.
MeUilliv-ra- y plate and paste the ball In the solar
Fornoff
and
Allan
maps and plans f r the world cntic".
If it
precisely the materials that are contained in mem.
have
a very valuable plexus. Learn to slide, even game!
Be
Advertisements of claimB of superior professional skill or containing of Besides this its blbliot heque and its mine in the Pedernal mountains and does tear your trousers.
term nf "no mre. no oav." "money back" if not cured," or "contract of cure," staff of librarians, at Its magnificent have commenced arrangements to In- The boy will not tell what was In his
offered, or false statements of any kind come under the prohibitions of the club house on the Avenue de la Grand corporate a company with $1,000,000 letter because his sister refuses to
Aimee at I'aris can give you world capital
to
bill, as do those containing fictitious testimonials.
and hope ta have this trade presents. She Is learning
the property stock,
Violations of this measure. If it became a law, would be punished by a wide information on travel foryourin full operation within six hit hard on the ground that It may
fine of not lees than $100. Each day's continuance of the publication of asking, or you may consult for
months. The samples of ore were stand her well In hand after she Is
and assayed
self its exceedingly complete
U"h an advertisement would be construed as a separate ofllense.
by
Lane, who is official married. Alamogordo News.
consider legislation of available collection of maps and assay er for J.thoJ. United
It would seem that all of the states might wellcountry
states In Tor,n
may
guides,
you
thing
do
not
Is
enormous
a
of
advertising
the
in
this sort. The amount of fake
rance county, and were found to be
any
pubHavlibrary
extant
without
other
only
because
the
prevent
not
it.
to
be
done
extent. Something should
rich In pyrites of poverty, Torrance A Widow and Her Insurance
lic should be protected against frauds of this character, but also in the In- ing passed a considerable go of an in County leader.
to
about
terests of the legitimate advertiser. And the time to root out such an evil case you are asnothow
Money Are Soon Parted
already an experiHIS AX N UAL RATH.
Is now when advertising is developing Into such gigantic proportions as an
map
traveler.
enced
reader
and
world.
every
business
of
division
the
There are some signs of spring
almost necessary adjunct to each and
unless her husband's policy Is
When will America have a touring that ure unmistakable. For example,
on
it
taken in the
When
association
similar
lines?
Unite,!
states
to
Fourteenth
the
editor Whelun of the Advocate .ArAn army chaplain, the one attached
Life Assurance
Equitable
cavalry. Is quoted as expressing himself In favor of legislation which would does, stuffed owls and foxes heads tesia) Is going to make a pilgrimage
over tlie mantlepieces will disappear to El Paso next week, and we note In
Society of the U. 6.
attain to "a realization of present conditions and tuke off tho tariff in hell
upon a sokller'a soul." This may be assumed to mean that there shouM bo from tho country hotel, and rugs and the El Paso Herald that swimming in
and he chooses for her that opcarpets und padded sofas and chairs the Kio Grande Is now popular. It Is
compulsory religious services for the military personnel, and that this
tion of the NEW YORK STATE!
pie
boiled
and
tea
underdone
and
religion
course,
statute,
of
no form
easy to connect these two facts, by
accnm dished bv
aknniH
of
STANDARD POLICY which
w
d
yes,
more,
e
nd
mon
much
efficacy
of
the past record of Mr. Whelan, who
guarantees that an annual Incan be Imposed by legislation, and the most abiding Talth In the
a
touring
the
to
association
make
aronce a year has dropped his labor
come shall be paid to her the
law will stop far short of any such expectation. The enthusiasm of the
innkeeper brace up. by opeu-me- and Journeyed to some place where
amount to be paid being regdent chaplain may account for his desire to compel by congressional enact- - country
'
as
ne
things
some
to
is
'"K
the swimming was good. Artesia
ulated by the amount of Inthe attendance of enlisted men and officers at the divine services but
'
respect
Ignorant
to
teach
of.
for
hesurance carried by the husIt does not furnish any reason whv such a chaplain should entertain th
eequo
spots,
!
and
historic
tell
tj
ll"tur
may be
band, and the age of the benlief that religion anywhere. In or out of the military establishment,
MUST HAVE A GHUIKiE.
""' lvers how to build good roads
nmimln.,l hv
tf the cavalrv cliaolaiu Is correctly quoted i uni1
eficiary.
The Income the
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l,IMV
to
Midi
as
to
n
Win
them
in
we
are
public
the
kl''i'
. n.i
interest
m hi comment, the remedial leaislatlon is reouired more
pay to the
Equitable
MUST
I
is
just
practical
sifen
a
an.
what
road
reluctantly
compelled
to
turn the
wife or her helra for a period
tor the repression of such weird notions than In behalf of the service he is how it should bo placed. and to light upon the career
and character
employed to guide and help.
of twenty year at least, and
spn ad broadcast an interest In for- of a grafter, boodler and public enefor as long thereafter as the
estry
prodigal
will not waste my ( being prepared to sustain our
the
that
wife may live, whether forty,
The press dispatches state that Abdul Hamid has been made a prisoner till greatest of nature's resources. assertions with court records and exfifty, sixty years, or more..
In a handsome palace where he is to be shut up for the rest of his life with The saving of toe trees crusade is hibits of said purtlcs
own
virtual
This feature of the NEW
four wives. This is a striking example of the liendishness of Oriental cru- tile latest benevolent work of the confession to the charg.s It is a
elty. Had the Turks simply banished Old Abdul w ith one w ife, no one could Touring Cluo of France, always rea ly source of some consolation that InSTANDARD
YORK STATE
and
protest.
shot. to further a good cause. May we have stead of ;i clearing of
Had Abdul been taken outside the walls
POLICY Is one well worth
utter a word of
pubthe
skirts
...
j..rM.i.y.every one WOUia nave ueeil peiirenj n.iimoc-looking carefully Into by men
.nil uio
jlnt at once, a league as strong to lic enemy repll.w only by personal
who wish to make absolute
old Abdul. Hut to ne snut up Tor tne uaianee or n me wan lour wives
tight the battle of forest preservation implications based upon lying intimaus
punishment,
aver
for the
but
provision for their wives.
Tvell it may be called unique in the line of
and of good roads and good inns in tions, to which circulation was given
give
him death.
age man give him liberty or
For particulars write or call on
Ame i lea.
currency by said public enemy, and
which have not even a shadow of
the 'oi.l ston News and Courier: One objec- COST OK A MUSICAL EDUCATION. truth upon
litre's a thought f
which to base a lie. We GEO. S. RAMSAY, Gen. Agt.
tion to professional baseball from an industrial point of view Is the idleness From thu New York Times.
not condescend to en- - Suite 10 Baraett Building It) otic t81
annot
will
and
The recent revelations of the huge
of eight of the nine operatives on one side while the nine opposed players
are busy In the field. The value of the game would b greatly enhanced if cost of educating a young woman for
the players wire musicians, so that they might give vocal and instrumental the operatic stage should have a deterrent effect on the ambitions of the
selections when not in action on the diamond.
girls who
thousands of American
te
mill
No doubt the raising of poultry has the possibilities of being made a have been hoping to rank with the
profitable business but stories that are told from time to time of how some Semlirichs und Mclbaa of the future,
folks make all kinds of money with chickeiiB and eggs could be offset with not to mention the Gardens and Far-rarOne young woman of renown as
stories from other p. ople of how they have lost money in similar ventures.
In the poultry business, as In all others, some will succeed and other will a lyric historian has lately paid oack
to her early benefactors the cost of
fail.
t,
$20,-00- 0
her musical education,
l at opines that a foreign visitor to the Uniti
with more or lia Interest. It
The Ft.
ed State.! !. thiae times is struek by the extent of the sportl it; pages In the may have been noted that In returnAnr.eilcftn newsoa'iers. 'ind still more impressed by the difference between ing the money she was careful to let
her left hand know what her rignt
th language and that found .n the dictionary of Dr. Samuel Johnson.
call on us.
hand did. The announcement Is no.v
There Is a plan on foot now to pension school teachers after thirty years made that one of her most prosperAny one who will teach school for thirty years ous rivals has lately returned $34,000
of continuous tmchitig.
to the benefactor who secured to h r
should not be per.sl iu d. Ostlerizing would be much better.
the advantages of training in the mu
&
Tak rig thro by the forc'ock is Just about as profitable sometime as it sic school of Europe. That this fa t
Is divulged in the very city in which
If to aei.t a Panhandle te r by the tall and hang on.
the patron of the other singer dwells
is. of course, purely accidental.
There appturs to be mure tariff division than there is tariff revision.
The

artificial improvement In
There Is a lot of nonsense In all this talk ofman.
Some idealists beof
neglect
to
the
world
vegetable
brute
and
the
cabbage will make
of
head
a
better
makes
that
of
same
art
sort
the
lieve that
act
of
the dual consticonsidering
the
Is
not
In
mistake
man.
The
a better
cabbage
had a soul,
a
soul.
If
body
and
the
body
the
human
tution of the
Mr.
Luther
will.
Intellect
and
of
attributes
as
as
well
the
aa a man has.
bringing It up
the wizard of California, might have his hands full of
expectations.
to
cabbages, but
Man can be Improved by artificial process Just as well as could not Imon earth
not by the same sort of treatment. All the Burbanks
prove the human race except through the very means that has been Isuninot
versally adopted by man himself intellectual development. The time and
likely to arrive soon when nations can cull out their weak citizens
place them outside of the reproductive class. The survival of the fittest
Is In
must assert Itself and Independently of political policy. That which
for It.
man. and not In the head of cabbage the soul will not stand
When the human mind Is sufficiently developed the less important body
Imperfections will disappear and the characteristics of the human
v Blcal
of
twill be ehnped In better fashion. The mind will ever remain theIn friendway
that
the body and aa It shapes Itself the body will finally shape Itself
In two or three generations among American Institutions the physical
are so modified
characteristics ot the Russian, the Irishman and ortheallJew
three of them dethat It la hard to distinguish one from another
scendants of the Puritan and Cavalier.
The treatment that causes It is artificial, but not the sort that makes
the busithe better potato or ear of corn. Education and environment Isdo the
secret
ness. As men's minds change so will their bodies, and that
Imthat must be attended to In order to develop the best results In the
provement of humanity.
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THE BANK OF COMMERCE
.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

9200,000

RIDLEY, President
H. B. RAY, SecreUry-TreasureWILLIAM BRYCE, MANAGER
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r

Albuquerque Foundry &
Machine Woks
(INCORPORATED)

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS
General Foundry and Machine Shop

Albuquerque,
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First Rational
Bank
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United States
Depository
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Doors, Casings, Sash, Mouldings, or
Special Work of Any Kind
Write or
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Albuquerque, N. M.
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In
ceptlons. of course, were wade
favor of members of the cabinet, but
such calls were few and far between.
It was Mr. Cleveland's desire to get
as far away from business and
cares during the vacation period
as possible, and this Is why he concluded to abandon the summer home
first selected by him, "Red Top," on
the Pennsylvania height overlooking
Washington.
President McKinley passed his summers In Canton, Ohio, to which place
at that season of the year politicians
and office seekers went in a continuous throng.
Like Roosevelt, McKinley took the
cares of the presidency away with
him during the summer months, and
at Canton he was quite as busy as
he would have been had he remained In Washington.
The same was
true of Orant. These are the presi-c- it
nts who had real "summer capitals" and who worked the year
around nt being president.
Long ((ranch did not acquire any
wide or abiding fume through Grant's
going there, for none of the questions
coming up during the two Orant administrations have lift a permanent
impress upon general history. The
same thing may be said of Canton.
oyster Hay, however, is known
around the world, and probably will
continue to live in history, for it was
during one of his summer vacations
there that President Roosevelt put
the machinery In motion, which resulted in the restoration of peace between Russia and Ja"pan. It was at
oyster Hay during the preliminaries
preceding the peace of Portsmouth
that Mr. Roosevelt met the high d .
nitarli-s
of both the contending p.,
ers anl argued with them In favor
the thing to which they afterward
asserted. Here, too ,he received the
peace commissioners of the two countries.
Beverly, on the north shore
of
Massachusetts, is an exclusive place.
It has been best known to the general reader until now as the favorite
summer home of Oliver Wendell
Holmes, much of whose best literary-worwas
done there. "Beverly
Farms," the name o( the Holmes estate, has become one of the shrines
of literary America. The name Beverly belongs to a large district on the
north shore, and all of It is given over
to wealth and culture of the most
exclusive character.
It is pojnted out that .Mr. Taft will
find his neighbors at Beverly to be
folks who take their leisure without
They
believe in
much relaxation.
yachting, bunting. tennis and golf
principally.
Such a place no doubt
would be quite unsuited to the stren-uositof a man like Mr. Roosevelt,
who Is so fond of roughing it. but it
will no doubt be quite to. Mr. Taft's
liking.
Heverly will be the most fashionable and exclusive of all the "summer
capitals" this country has hud. and
the politicians and office seekers who
are brave enough to go there hunting the president during the warm
months will be compelled to take
with them rather elaborate wardrobes

fTHEKN.

offl-cl-

0
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CAPITAL
Taffs Summer Home an

Ex-

clusive District. Inhabited by the Weal-thy.

Washington. I). C, April 29. The
selection of Beverly. Maps., by President Tuft fur a summer home ia
r
f
id liflt i' of the change
i

'ii.

vii'y new president there Is
a now 'VumiinT capital," for It bo
huppeiiH Unit no two presidents, since
"summer capitals" were first known,
have ever chosen the same place In
which to pass the heated term of the
year.
In this connection ' it Is well to say
that the habit of presidents in transacting public business at summer outing places is no older than the time
of President Grant.
Trior to hi day the presidents
cither remained in Washington during (he summer, tills being the rule,
or else they went quietly to their
distant homes, leaving all the cares
of slate behind them, which they
could very well do before the Civil
war. when the country was not so
great in wealth and population ah It
is now, anil
had
before distance
been wiped o"l. or radically decreased, through the railway and the telegraph.
It will be rivalled that President
Abraham Linreln passed all the Bummers of his presidency in this city.'
occupying a cottage that had been
bui.t for his particular use. and
which is still standing, in the grounds!
of the national soldiers' home, in the
northern porti 'ii of Washington.
occupied this
Andrew Johnson
same cottage during the summer
months, as d'd (Trent until he conceived the idea of going to the TenKven drover Cleveland resilon-.
mained in Washington for several
summers while president bef re he
selected a f.'Mt on the coast of New
summer resort.
England as
President Grant made Long Branch'
his "summer capital." and this did
much to add to the fame of that!
watering place, then in the heyday
of its prosperity. President Cleveland
finally concluded to pass his summers
at Rusutards P.ay. Mass.. but he did
not make it a "summer capital" in
the sense in which the term is now
understood, for he received only occasional callers, w ho, when they rame
on official business or politics, were TIIK OL'AINTKKT OATH IX I'SK
Kx- What is regarded as the quaintest
met with extreme reluctance.
With

Beautiful building lots in the Perea Addition only $10
down, balance $10 a month. Call at office now for plat
and prices. Salesmen to show property.
Office: 204 Gold Ave.

F. H. MITCHELL
FELIPE GURULE

oath still In use Is that taken by the
high court judges In the Isle of Man,
the terms of which are as follows:
"l'y this book and the contents thereof, and by the wonderful works that
God hath miraculously wrought In
the Heaven above and the earth beneath In Pix days and lx nights, I
do sweur that I will, without respect
of favor or friendship, loes or gain,
consanguinity or affinity, envy or
malice, execute the laws of this islrt
Justly, between party and party as
h. differently as the herring backbon-.- '
doth lie In the midst of the fish. So
help me God and the contents of
this book."

done, suffered by a diervlng veteran
Itthe military serylce.
Col. Stew-ar- t
would like to be restored to the active list. He Is not
worried by the verdict of the doctors
retiring him for disability. Thirty
years ago Col. Stewart was examined,
by a doctor who told him there ws
trouble with his heart. For several'
years he worried. Then, finding that
there seemed to be nothing to worry-aboutand that the supposed Irregularity In the valvular action of his
heart did not Interfere with his military duties, he went on eating, sleeping, drilling; and fighting Indians re
gardless of the doctors, tip to the
Congress Will be Asked to day he was retired he walked and
IIOTKL ARRIVALS.
rode and took all the forms ot ex
lake Action In Behalf
ercise Indulged in by the youngest or
Sturm-- .
the hardiest members of the army.
A. Adams. Socorro; C. H Wilcox,
of Aged Army Of"The time hus come to do Justice
Portland. Ore.; H. Krocknke, Helen;
to a mun who has been grievously
L. S. Haley, Denver;
J. O. Moore.
ficer.
and outrageously wronged," said a
Phii Has. X. M ; F. Duvenport. Woece-stemember of the senate to your corre
Mass.; H. H. Hyncs, El Paso;
spondent.
"Nothing that hose ever
A. II. Crowell, St. Louis.
Washington. I). O., April 29, A come
the action
movement has been started, with the taken to light has justified
cose. If all the
Alvartulo.
approval of President Taft. looking chargeslnthe Stewart
made ngalnst the colonel
R. K. Tltehell. Las Vegas; K. F. to Congresional action for the restoCapron. Chicago; A. ' W. Blunne,
ration of Col. Wm. F. Stewart to t.io
J. F. Kirkendall. Philadelphia; retired list with the rank of brigadier
Mrs. J. P. Gaines, Denver; Miss Kdua1 general.
Gaines. Denver; L. Manhelmer and
Col. Stewart will lie remembered
'
wife. Cincinnati. Ohio; W. D. Shea. as
"the exile of Ft. Orant." He was
A.
Fe;
H.
Case,
Santa
San Pedro; Kd. deprived
of his command, although
Mitchell St. Louis; A. V. Johnso.i. no charges had been filed against
Cimarron.
him, and after all manner of Indirect
efforts had been made to force him
Savoy.
to retire, he wan sent to a desolate,
F. A. Martin and wife,
IJelvlew.
army post In Arixona,
Mo.; K. S. iParmely. Chicago; A. J. abandoned
consumptive
a
a mule as
with
Algodones;
Frank.
J. S. Burkholder, hl only companions and
und one body
Las Vegas; Jno. Redmond, Denver; servant
as his command, and was left
W. K. Dalton. Santa Fe; E. Wilson.
to ponder on the unwisdom of
Kansas City; F. It. Kvann, . Garden there
opposing a clique In the war departCity.
ment which happens to be In power.
Col. Stewart was flnully relieved of
CValffe.
his exile only to be ordered to WashA. Lawieite, Trinidad; J. D. Murray, si. ringfield, Mo.; Jos. SchulU. ington, where an examining (board
went through the forms of an examKl Paso; C. W. Moore, Fl Paso.
ination and then ordered him placed
upon the retired list for disability.
The colonel h disability was of the
sort which had never been visible to
the nuked eye and which did not
with a long career of hard
campaigning on the frontier. Rut two
army doctors were found who could
discover something wrong with the
palpitations of his heart, and their
testimony, joined to that of three officers cart-fullselected by superior
.'
!
had
in the war department,
who
shown their attitude by wending him
into exile, resulted In the retiring orVri
der.
Col. Stewart has been living quietly
Ho has
in Washington ever since.
carefully refrained from all activities
which would tend to keep up Interest
in his case. He has kept away from
officers of the war department and
from members of Congress who might
favor legislation in his interest. Ho
is himself a believer in the school of
strict military discipline and he ha.'t
obeyed In spirit of the law which forLATEST PHOTOGRAPH OK
bids officers, even on the retired Hot. STKWART. T.VKK.V SIVCK HIS COL.
BE.
any
or
reflecIndulging in
criticism
TIIIKMKNT.
tions on superiors in command. The were true, and more
added to the.n,
movement which has started Is a si.i!l they
not warrant the acpurely spontaneous one Inaugurated tion taken,would
by his friends and thine who havtf entitled to because the colonel was
have those charges tiled.
taken a general interest In his case, If l.e had committed
any breaeii of
moved by their belief that he was disc ipllne lie should
have been givm
."3
greatly wronged.
l.
u
This is all he ever
,ri
Senators and Congressmen from
If he was. as lien. Duvall and
the Pacific coast have been most aked.
the war department clique said he
active In the preHcnl steps and it is was,
person,' that
anticipated that Senators Perkins a ii should'anhaveImpossible
been put In the form of
Flint will do what they can to pu-a charge and he should have been
the bill on the Senate side. Rep
tried for the crime of being nn Imnentativea McKinley and Kahn of the possible person.'
lie should be
one
and
Interested
same
are
also
state
welcome a visitor
enter- or the other of them will prooulj'y stored to hi proper rank of brigadier
i
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OUR AMERICAN HOSPITALITY
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Is famous the wide world over, and it is from this racial trait our national
or to
drinking customs have arisen. To heartily
duty.
always
how can
regarded
sacred
a
And
as
been
has
friend
tain a
anyone be welcomed better than with hearty invitation to join with you
in a glass or two of

The Kin? of All Bottled Beers

The Most Popular Beer in the World
'

Brewery

St. Louis, U. S. A.
CORKED OR WITH CROWN CAPS

father

!

This famous brew is "a friend" of every man who uses it. Not only
is it a delightful drink in itself but," because of its tonic qualities, it is
highly healthful. Good barley and hop beer has always been used by the
strongest and most civilized nations of the earth.

Bottled Only at th
Anheuser-Busc- h

--

C. W. KUNZ,
Distributor
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

j

j

Col.

Stewart's

in
ie
weight of influ'bill

Hoiwe.
The great
ence, however, which bears promise
of a vindication for the colonel, Ii s
f
in the fact that the real leaders
the Senate are in fsvor of some action of this sort. Men like Senators
Hale and Aldrlch. Calling, r. Culloin
and Warren have 'become convincd
that the Stewart case was a nolnolo
example of injustice and should oe
undone. In these opinion they re
understood to be in harmony with the
views of President Taft.
The orders sending Col. Stewart
into exile. It is now claimed
were approved by Mr. Taft. The
which sent the colonel inti
exile amanated from Major General
W. P. Duvall, now in the Philippines.
This Influence acted at the time directly on the White House. The advice of the then secretary of war in as
not sought.
An unusual factor in tne case of
Col. Stewart at the present time U
said to be the active favor of Mrs.
Wm. Howard Taft. While the president's wife does not believe in meddling with affairs outside her proper
sphere, ehe does believe that a woman's Influence may bo exercised at
times in political, as in other fields,
with results which Justify such
Frl-nof Mrs. Taft ay she
did not approve the action taken by
Pp sldent RooseVrlt in the Stewart
case. She feels that every effort
should be made at the present time
vindication and to undo
to secure
un
the wrong, so fur a it may
ds

b--

teneral."
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GAMES
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4
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4
6
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PREFER
PAYING

TO

American Ioague.
It. H. B.
4
3
1
Cleveland
8 12
0
Detroit
Fulkenburg, Young and
Batteries:
Ensterly;' Mullln and Schmidt.
At Boston
Boston
New York
Batteries:
Steele
Qulmi and Klelnow.

R. H. B.

U

10

2

6

2

Carrlgan:

and

R. H. E.
At Washington
R
3
Washington
0
2
7 2
Philadelphia
Batteries:
Groom and Street;
Coombs, Vlckers and Thomas,
4M Weatlirr Halts Chicago Game.
On account of the sudden drop In
temperature It was decided to call off
the game between Chicago and St.
scheduled ut the American
league park todiy.

National League.

y

P

7

At Cleveland

STEWART

To-pek- a;

.600
.566
.538
.500
.444
.400
.357

4
4

6

GAMIX

,

r.

Automobile No. 9

Boston
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Plttsburi; . ,
New York
Brooklyn ....i
St. Louis

NT110HG

er

C!

Telephone 899

D. K. B. SELLERS

At Philadelphia

R. H. E.

1
Philadelphia
H
Brooklyn
Butteries: Foxen und Dooln;
and Bergen.

8

2

8

0
n

Scan-Io-

R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
2
5 8
Cincinnati
6 10 0
Chicago ....
Butteries: Ewlng and Roth; lleul-- l
ach, jlrown nnd Moran.
R. H. E.

At New York
Boston
New York
Chappiile
Batteries:
Raymond and Schlel.

3
3

and

K

Snvith;
R. H. E.

At St. Louis
St.

Pittsburg
Batteries:

5
0

X

13

S

6

3

2.

Rehce. and Phelps;

Mad

Wacker and Gibson.
America n Association.
K.
At St. Paul
City game postSt.
poned on account of wet grounds.

dux, LcifUid,

Paul-Kans-

At

Minneapolis

At ColumbusI

R.

-

6

.

. .

ml ia na polls
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New York Has a Jail Exclusively for Those Who Wont
Support Former
Wives.
iNew York, April 29. This city now
has a millionaires' Jail. What Is probably the most curious Institution ot
its kind In the country is the Ludlow
street jail, known more generally aa
Alimony Inn, where the wealthy
members of the
clu
y
who use it as their headquarters
themselves in luxury, at the expense of the city, in preference
to
paying alimony to their divorced
wives.
At present this club number"
seventeen members, the length
of
whose visits will vary from one to six
months. To look after their wanui
the city employs a staff of twenty-fou- r
persons a much larger proportion than is to be ound In any Hotel
however txclusive. The Ludlow etreet
Jail Is maintained only for persona
who offend the civil not the criminal
laws. If the wealthy man who is
much better acquainted with the divorce lawyer than the stork, falls to
pay the alimony Imposed on him by
the Judgr, he can either migrate' Ut
New Jersey, at a cost of three cents
if hn goi'H by ferry, or for five centn
If he goes by tunnel, or he can enjoy six mom! s in the Ludlow street
Jail free of cost and In the company
of his kind. FTom ten o'clock in the
morning until four o'clock In tho
visitors are received. In
afternoon
the evening card 'purties playing
either bridge or poker are the custom, and ut all times any desired
luxury U available, in the yard at
exthe rear of the .building out-doercise may be taken. To afford this
entertalnment.whlch Is furnished free
of charge to the prisoners, the city
is expending at present $123 a month
for each member of the wealthy and
exclusive colony which enjoys the
hospitality. The latest member to Join
this club did eo rather than pay
12i a month alimony. Like the
others, when he Is released his obligation will be discharged. Altogether
this curious institution furnlahea a
cheap and easy way of evading the
financial obligations impotted 4iy the
divorce courts and many wealthy men
are glad to resort to it, since it
involves practically no interruption
In
their ordinary mode of life. Of
it Is expensive for the el'y,
but n.iDody appears to bother about
that.
Any part or all or the first fleor f
.a Luna and Strlckler building Is
ow ready tor occupancy and will be
Any
taaed. to responsible partlea.
desired will be made to
4 iterations
II.-6alt tenanU. Total floor apace, di- 0
square feet. Basement aame
ssension. Staam teat and all othae
&
aaodara Improvement. Aaply
'

anti-alimo-

en-Jo-

or

game postponed on account of wet ground".
Colnmliiis

NY

. 3

.

R.

At Toledo
Toleili

Louisville

.

8

.

4

CONCEIVNTNO JKSl'S.
The world's greatest thinkers near
ly all disagree with the church. You
should know their beliefs. Three
brief essays one on Jesus, one on
th Orlrln of the OosDels. and one on
will give you the net. reChristianity
sults of modern scholarship and In
spiration. Price 12e. Send dime ana
tamp to The School of Truth, Lafay
ette, Ind.
o

Hp Before the Bar.
W H Krown. an attorney, of Pltts- flold, Vt writes: "We have used

tr.

King's New Life Pills for years and
nn i them such a cood family medi
cine we wouldn't be without them."
irnr ehllls. constlcatlon. biliousness or
sick headache they work wonders. He
at all dealers.
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trickier.

BRIDGE WHIST --BY WEBSTER
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American league.
at Iwtrolt.
Cleveland ut Chicago.
Philadelphia ut Washington,
New York at Boston.

aT'lTf' all
Ii m i'

St. Louis
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National league.
Boston ut New Tork.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
Chicago at Cincinnati.

..UllHI).
HUB. I

jar ..

.

m

Ill

IT

WWW

Western langiie,
Topeka at Lincoln,
oinaha at Denver.
Des Moines at Pueblo.
Sioux City at Wichita.

i'iir

now tiii:v ST.M.
V!

American Ieague.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Detroit . .
York
Chicago . .
Boston . . .
Philadelphia

St.

Louirt

.

Cleveland .
Washington

Chlcugo

7

4

.750
.636

6
6

5

.5 45
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.545
.500
.364
.333
.ttOO

Nutlouul League.
Won. Lost. Pet
7
4
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CROW

AMUSEMENTS

SUCCUMBED

TO

TiifiLsnAY, ArnrL

OVER

FROM "TOMBOY" TO PRIMA

SELF INFLICTED

DONA

IN

10.

29,

THREE YEARS

$3,000.00
In consideration

PRIZES FREE

IN

of our placing a large order and the large contracts

we have given for the coming year has made it possible for us and ths manufacturers of whom we purchase pianos to give sway many valuable and

desirable prizes.

Cr ystal Thea tre

1

There will be three prizes to be drawn for
next week. Vouchers will be issued for

$5, $3 and 2
whereby you may obtain merchandise in
any store represented on program or curtain
MR. W. B. KERN, Tenor, Illustrated Sonq;s
MR. J. ROACH, Baritone

Music by Crystal Orchestra

.

Matinee Every Day at 2:45; Ail Seats

10c

Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15

COLOMBO i?ksOperaHouse!
30
Friday Evening, April

THEATRE
W. B. Moore. Mgr.

lictoaM DJ me
tare Patents Co.

MUO&

One new reel of picture

no--

ran las,

J

Strenuous
Life

each

EXCLUSIVE
MOVING PICTURES
:15 AND t:lS.
TWO SHOWS,
tabulae Saturday and 8aaday
at S p. m.

A,

i.

'

j
2

j

College Drama

HXUSIBATBD SONGS.
3. Oarmody, Baritone Singer.

by the

MISS JENNIB CRAIO,
Miuloal Directteaa.

U. N. M. Dramatic Club

vexxxxxxxyjoooooooaoooooooc.
NEW ORDER OF THINGS
In addition to our regular

Tickets at Matson's

we serve Short Orders,
Noodles, Chop Suey In all
styles and other Mandarin
Dishes. Give us a trial.

me&lfl,

SAN JOSE
RESTAURANT
Open day and night, 211 West
Central,

Pure Ice Cream
For tha season of

Je

delicious cream

uu

110 9 our

Is more

pop- -

ever, ah uruen,
mar
large or small, in or out of the

T

ini

city, promptly cared for, and
delivery in good condition,
guaranteed.

The Matthew

Dairy

&

Supply Company
1700 No.

Fourth at. Phone

420.

VJahe Up!
All kinds of Filagree

f

YOU DKCIBE

TO LOOK AROUND

for high grade bread, cakes, pastry,
rolls or doughnuts come straight to
our store and you will see a layout
that will give you an appetite by Its
appetizing flavor and attractive quality. Tou need look no farther than
our bakery for bake stuffs of the beet
that Is made.
PIONEER BAKERY,
M7 Sooth First St.

j

Jewel-er- y

manufactured.

RICO HOTEL
AND BAR

Get my Price Before
Buying.

MOVED

f J. A. GARCIA
211

WEST

GOLD

AVE.

Three doors north, to

J 119

FIRST ST.

MINNEAPOLIS

The shock ot his many violent attempts at suicide n nd the fjreat I.,?
of hlooj he suffered, with the terrible mental strain he passed through
during the six or seven hours he lay
on the Hour of his lonely room, whil'
his life's blood slowly ebbed away,
was too much for Thomas Crow to
survive and last night at the hospital
at 1U:45 o'clock he gave up the struggle. The' end came peacefully, without the least evidence of pain.
All day yesterday the Indications
were that Crow would survive the
terrible ordeal he went through In
his attempt to end his life. He seem-i'- d
to want to live, and was oluir-fal- .
He chatted with the nurses every time any of them entered
the
loom where he 1: y. Hut at sundown
he began to weaken. An effort was
but
made to keep up his strength,
restoratives failed.
The old man left no note and made
no statement Indicating that he had
a living relative, and unless the small
property he left In his room will pay
for a grave in the cemetery, he will
be laid at rest in the pott, r's field,
I robably tomorrow.
Coroner W. W. McClellan held an
Inquest over the body at Hol der's undertaking parlors this morning at 11
o'clock, for the purpose of furnishing a proper burial certificate. The
decision of the Jury was that Crow
died from wounds Inflicted by his
own hands.
The room in which Crow had been
living and in which he Infll.-tethe
wounds which finally led to his death,
was opened this morning for the first
lime since Tuesday afternoon when
the man was moved. It contained a
single cot, covered with a hard mattress and a number of soiled blankets and quilts and a pillow without
a slip. A small, stove covered with
smoked pots and a kettle occupied
one corner of the room. In another
was a box which Crow evidently used
as a cupboard but there was nothing
In it to eat.
Halt a loaf of bread
and an apple were the only food
found In the room. There were two
chests of tools in the room. There
was also a valise containing freshly
laundried shirts.
A large pool of coagulated blood
eovered the floor near the head ot
the bed. There was blood on the
mattress. Indicating that the man cut
his throat while lying on the bed
and then probably rolled off onto the
floor.
The razor Crow
used was
found hidden In aome clothes In the
bottom of a box on tho floor near
the head of the bed. The pistol was
lying on top of tho box.
Police Officer Culvera, who was
the first person to reach Crow, said
that the old man was lying on the
floor when he entered
the room
shortly after noon. When Crow saw
the otllcer, he attempted to hide his
face with a part of a quilt he had
evidently pulled over him after rolling down on the floor. Crow had also
pulled the pillow from the cot and
placed It under his head, and made
himself as comfortable as possible
while th0 blood from the gash in his
throat slowly flowed out on the floor.
A native woman living in a room
in the same adobe house says that
she heard five, shots but others suy
there were four shots. The pistol
Crow used contained one loaded cartridge and four empty ones.
She
says that the iirst shot was about
6:30 o'clock Tuesday morning,
und
the other shots came soon after and
In quick succession.
A bullet was picked up on the floor
near the bed. It was not mashed in
the least", showing that it was not
sent with much force. This may
have been the reason why Crow eould
not kill himself with the pistol shots.
The cartridges were eld and probably
had little force.
The razor, though very short, is
of old English make, and was ground
down to about half the width it must
have been when new. It had evidently served Crow for many years.
The building w here the tragedy occurred is an adobe forming a rectangle around a small court In the rear
of 311 West TIJeras avenue. It has
been the scene of several tragic
events. A few years ago the body of
a man named Cooper, a brother of
Harry Cooper, of the city police
force, was found In a room two doors
from where Crow lived, in a terrible
condition. The man had been dead
many days before the body was discovered.
BELL

Rooming House

A SALE OF GROCERIES

that going on hers u not often

aanonncsd. It is easy enough to offer
heap groceries at cheap prices. but
we effer first class groceries at LOT
QUALITY PRICES. Bo unusual are
aa values that it will be wise for you
te lay In a stock while the opportunity lasts. As a carsrul housekeeper
rou ewe It to yourself to Judge tht
fearacter 'of this offer for yourself.
CHAMPION GUOCERT CO.
6eventli and TUerai
Vbudc 11.

GETS

TEAM

LEFT

AT

2 Talking Machines, 2 Mandolins, 2 Violins,
pair Roller Skates, I Beautiful Doll, 10 Beauti-

2 Guitars,
ful Art Pictures
I

I

,.

v'.

To th'j ten persons sending In the neatest, correct, artistic answers will
he given the above prizes. Every person sending a corrct answer will be entitled to share In the distribution of cash-valu- e
prizes good on our merchandise In the piano department, amounting to $100 each. All correct
answers will receive one beautiful art picture.
One of the great reasons for this offer Is that we have been allowed tha
amount of money (this amount to be used in this contest) that Is usually
spent by manufacturers in their general advertising campaign when they
place their advertising In magazines and eastern periodicals. We also wish
to determine the real value of our home newspapers and we will ask yon

'Til

v--

V.

J.
V

4

to use the desk number given below as each newspaper has a different desk
number. The number you give will tel us In which paper you have seen
.
this advertisement.

i

:

v

OOO CAN

f

-

BALLOON

PUZZLE
I

ono

OOO

YOU
SOLVE IT?

Take any number from 3 to 14 inclusive and place In the eight circles
(or balloons) and one in the center square so that when it is figured horizontally or perpendicularly it will make 27. The same number cannot be
used more than twice. All answers must be mailed or brought into our store
by May 3, 1909. Send your solution on this or a separate sheet but do not
use more than one sheet of paper. Write your name and address
plainly.
Kvery person sending an answer will be notified by mall. The Judges will be
representatives of the papers, their decision will be final. Be sure you address Desk No. 2.

I

Learnard & Lindemann
ESTABLISHED 1900

206 W.
.
:
!
ffi nr:
MARGARET FIIYE.
I
I had
why
knew
Seattle, Wash., April 29. It w:u wind mill. Then
"Mag" the tomboy, now she's MUs n"'t'n "ucn a tomboy out here in ny
t0,
had.., ve
;,,omf ,town' wl?y
Margaret Frye. prima donna.
and play "Follow my
And Miss" Frye, the charming little UaiU r" ,vitn thl. boys. lt UBed to
woman who sings the leading part in make me angry when they called
the "Red Mill" e:ya it was her "torn- - me 'tomboy.' Now I'm glad' 1 was
boy escapades right here In Seattle
that gave her an unusual ability to
Three years ago Miss Frye went
successfully handle "strenuous" roles. away from home. In those hort years
my
I
signed
"When
last contract," she has graduated through the scale
manager of church choir, vaudeville and secsaid MUiS Frye,
"the
asked me If I would be afraid to ond part roles to a prima donna in
suing down out of the arms of a light opera.

GOLD

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

MISS

PASSENGER TRAIN

MONTEZUMA
t

TRUST

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

SIOPPED WORK ON

HAD NARROW ESCAPE

I

WEIL IN THE VALLEY

.MEREST

ALLOWED

ON

DEPOSITS

SAYINGS

It Almost Han Into a liiit'iilnf; Ili'tdgc KMaiuiii Valley
Ruining
People
Miring
Storm Hetwifii
1'iiikIs to Get Now Plpo to Dig
Hoi brook and Gallup.
Well Deeper.

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Hiiated train No. 8 due here at
Work on the well being drilled In
6:40 yesterday evening and train No. the Estancla valley in an effort to
2, due here at 7:55 o'clock this mornfind artesian water, has been stoping, urrlved at 1 o'clock this after, ped temporarily, according to a val-

BANK of COMMERCE

lut

noon, after a very sensational trip.
T;io former was 27 hours out of Wine-loArizona.
Yesterday forenoon while traveling
through a dust storm o dense that
the engineer could not ee more than
fifty feet In front of the engine, No.
S uame
upon a burning bridge beRetween Holbrook and Gallup.
versing his engine, the engineer
brought the train to a halt, with tho
.pilot but u few feet off the burning
tn stle.
Finding that the bridge wa.s beyond repairing and fearing a collision
should they hack the train up. Cona
by
ductor Hurney accompanied
brak man went back to a section
house four miles distant with a mee-sugto be carried to the nearest telegraph station. The march through
the wind was a terrible ordeal. The
wind hud a clean sweep of the prairie
and carried with it a cloud of sand
and small pebbles. When the section
houso wan reached, a hand car was
secured and the section gang went to
the telegraph station. Assistance was
finally secured, and the bridge repaired.
e,
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Wldiii Is Better Try an Experiment
or Profit by an Albuquerque

THE

OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

ley paper, which says:
President Spore of the Artesian
Well company reports the well down
606 feet, in red sand stone.
After
passing through the fifteen feet of
sand stone, the drill dropped a few
feet through a pocket Into a clay
After passing through
formation.
the clay, rock was again encountered, at the above depth.
The casing
was sunk to this rock, shutting off
all water and silt, and the hole thoroughly cleaned, leaving the well In
good condition.
The line pipe which has been UBed
in drilling has become go worn that
it is not safe to proceed with it, and
the work has been shut down, until
a new one can be secured.
While
the old r'pe might put the hole
through the rock, there Is danger of
It giving away and dropping,
thus
spoiling the work. The directors depresstop
the work for the
cided to
ent and secure sufficient funds for
a new pipe before attempting to go

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
OFFICERS A NO DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge.
A. M. Blackwe L
O. E. Cromwell.

W. S,

.

GROSS KELLY & COMPANY !
INGORFORA TED

farther.

WHOLESALE
GROCERS

The Golil Avenue Realty company,

J. M. Sollle and Kdwaril Leltreton,
proprietor of the new real estate office at 117 Wert Gold avenue, are prepared to
the publlu along all
real etflate lines. List your property
e

wlih

Citizen's Experience.

Something new is an experiment.
Must be proved to be as represented.
The statement of a manufacturer is
r.ot convincing proof of merit.
Hut the endorsement of friends is.
Now supposing you had a bad back,
A lame, weak or aching one,
Would you experiment on It?
You will read of many
cures.
Endorsed by strangers from faraway places.
It's different when the endorsement comes from home.
Easy to prove local testimony.
Home endorsement i the proof
that backs every box of Doan's Kidney Pills.
Read this case:
Mrs.
Ida Johnson, 414 North
Fourth street, Albuquerque, N. M..
pays:
"Doan's Kidney Pills quickly
and effectively relieved me of pain In
the back, which had troubled me for
some time. Any preparation which
lives as fully up to the claims made
for It as Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves unqualified praise."
For sale by all dealers. Price B0
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Mllbdr- n
N. Y., Bole agents for the
United
States.
name Doan's
Remember
the
6S
and take no other.

IS4 Sositb Second St, earner Irom.
11
new Iron beds. Reoms tot
eoaeekeeplng.
Single room,
$1.11
WllliU Took Good Cure of Horc,
er week. Ne invalids receives.
ActorUliitf to HciHrt of People
Along the Road.
Hair Dreaset and Chiropodist.
Mrs. Bambini, at aer parlors opThe team of horses taken on April
posite the Alvarado and next door to
by J. A. Willitt, who U now in
Bturges cafe, Is prepared to glvs the county jail nwaltlng trial on the
thereugh scalp treatment, do aalr charge of steuliug the team, were
Creasing, treat eorai, bunions and driven Into the city last night by
ingrown nails. She gives massags Willie Neher, who went to Springer
treatment and manicuring,
lira. after them. Mr. Neher came baek
Bambini's own preparation of com- over the same road Willitt took to
plexion cream builds up the skin and Springer and found by inquiring that
improves the complexion, and Is Willitt had taken good cure of the
guaranteed not to be Injurious. Bhs horses. Mr. Hell said this morning
To RENT Hy day or bour. Maxalso prepares hair tnlo and enrea that they returned In good shape and
an prevents dandruff and hair fall- were just as good as when Willitt got well touring' car. Phone, office, 1020;
ing eut, restores life to dead hair, re- them, excepting that they were a lit- residence, ti.
moves moles, warts and superfluous tle poorer.
H.iby won't suffer five minutes with
hair. For any blemish of the face,
Willitt Is said to have a wife and croup If you apply1 Dr. Thomas'
tall and tonsult Mrs, Bsaiblai,
two children living !n Oklahoma.
oil at once. It acts like magic.

lth

Uke

FREE

Aged Man Dltd Last Night as
Result of Attempt
to End Ills
Life.

nc

u.

I

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers f
Albuquerque and Las Vegas
B. II. Briggs & Co.

Dairy Farm DRUGGISTS

Bargain
; ;

Why

Don't You

'
I )

STAMP IT

i

Rubber
With one of our
We make them In
Stamps?
you
sizes to suit
and as
to the busy office man
they
are almost
or merchant
indispensable. Handle stamps,
g
moulding stamps,
stamps dating stamps, pocket
stamps In fact, can supply
you with almost any kind of
stamp on short notice, as we
make them right here. Can
suit you on the style of type
to be usej in them, too. Send
for catalogue or step Into our
office and make your selection.
time-save-

'

'

H. S. LITHGOW
ItVimEK STAMP MAKER
nil W. Gold Ave. Phone 91i

1
X

ALVARADO

13 Cattle

HIGHLAND

--

f 3,000,

Bring Ua Your Prescriptions

I

J. Borradaile
Agent,

"NO!"

1

;

donl bellsTt

Meat Market
of
Jds
ftesun

Freeh

aad Salt Meal

Ea aga raeeory.
MMTXi KLEXNWORT

aUaosdc BaOdlag,

North Tblra

tare,

svsry

thlaa

fm

Thornton, the Cleaner

THIRD STREET

ad

PHARMACY

Occidental Building

half caah.

Third and Gold.

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

I fresh
In soon;
good I room residence; milk
house; t pumps; all fenced; 10
acres In timber; close In

Price

rs

self-Inkin-

UOOKlilXDKK

J

a title;
Jerseys and Durham,
more
coming
and I
12S Acres, U.

not dead; Is not oat of Baal,
ness, and CAN'T GO OUT.
fis eonvlncsd that he's asers
allva than ever.
Steam Cleaning riant TIT Boat
Walter street. Telephone
Is

f.

TITCWDAY, AriUTi

ALBUQUERQUE OmgEW.

lOt.

29,

1

:

Porch
Furniture
Wicker
Rockers

Liquor Company

Copper and Third

I

Imported and Domestic Goods
Specialty of Luce Pure Olive OiL
1,1
mini. Vic t.ha flallnn nr Battle.
Family Trade Solicited.
Agent for San Anlonlo

1

j

Hire.

Always

Prices Right.

Fresh.

Will

pi

Fine assortment just
received

Call Phone or send for Solicitor.

PHONE 1029

Irwnullon

n

CALL AND SEE

A--f

? i TTiTlTVsrvv,

,,x

Hlirh

'ot

HOTEL
Cornr Baeond

l

ii

P

HOME COOKING
excellent Service

See our line before buying
and save money.
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

pleased with Columbus Meals for w
many years. Have you tried them f jjj

1 The Futrelle Furniture Co.
WHITE HOUSE

X

RESTAURANT
799 S.
MEALS

"WHITE

WKBT KND VIADUCT

t

VAkn

REMOVAL NOTICE
On or about May 1st I will move to 212 South' Third
street, where I will have a new line of Hats, Shirt Waists,
Corset Covers, Ties and Collars, in Eyelet, Shadow Wallae-hia- n
and Coronation Cord designs.
I carry a full line of Battenburg Rings, Braids and
Thread; Filo, Lustre and Coronation Cord; also Pillow Tops
?nd Braid in the new work, Repousse Braid.

x
Come in the eating's fine

Here

We Have It J
That Spring Suit, ilat,
alrts, Ties, and everything

Shoes,

WORK EXCHANGED

LESSONS GIVEN

the

In

wearable line.
Men's well made, stylish Suits
110, I12.S0 and $15.
Boys' Suits $2.60 to $4.
MEN'S DRESS SHOES.
Well made, good wearing Shoes,
per pair, 12.60, S3, $3.60 and $4.
Men's Work Shoes, $1.(0, $3 and

Fancy Work Exchange
122 South Fourth Street.

11.60,

Itt

Hzes

BOYS'

Sizes

SHOES.

H $1.86 to $2.60.
$1.26 to $2.26.
to 11 90c to $1.86.

to

Sixes 12 to
8

6

LADIES' NEW YORK STYLES

2

PECIAlr SALE OP MEN'S HOSE.
12 dosen Men's Rose, regular lift
tuallty, t pairs for 26c
10 dosen Men's black Hose, per

AT NEW YORK PRICES
We are a branch of a large New York clothing and suit
company, doing business throughout the United States. Ours are
positively New York garments of best quality and style, and are
SOLD AT NEW YORK PRICES.
Can you match these prices?

air, 6c.

BUYERS' UNIOS

CASH

Suits worth 122.S0,

122 Ntrtb ieooBd
W1L DOLDE. Pro.

at

$2K

$12, $14

and $$0

and

finest made, worth $11, $14,
$5, $ and $7
and $16, at
Lingerie Silk and
Foulard
Dresses, worth $18 and $20,
$5, $7 and $19
at

$15

Net and Laco Waists,
worth $, $8 and $10, at
$3, $4

DID YOU KNOW
we SELL IT FOR LESS
and
We Invite comparison
are always pleased to show
goods. Come in and get acquainted, for if you are in need
Furniture,
of anything in
Stoves, Carpets or Housefur-nlshlng- s,
we can save you
money.

CROWN FURNITURE
AND AUCTION CO.
114 W. GoM

obOOOOCXXXMOCXXXlOCXXXXXXXM

Highland Livery
BAMBKOOK BROS.

IIS John M.
rbooe BSC
Beat driven
fjp to date
U die city. Proprietor of "Satle,'
ibe ptcnle wagon.
turn-out- s.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
bails, rxxn r
utirt,
TRANSFER STABLE
)

orM aad
IS

XmlM

aaaf4.

CTTB

treat between OeattlJ aae
OevBr Ave.

eeoad

ED. F0URNELLE

Carpenter

and Builder
Jobbing
Phones:

Attended

Promptly

to

Ship Corner Fourth St. tnd Copper Aie.

Lone

Star Boot

&

A FEATURE

Mow Ynrl
Rn i
P.lnalr Z Quit
Tho
VI It V IWUIl
WMI Ws
I IIV IfJWII
2
315 SOCTII SECOND STREET.
VW

X

A

steers,
steers, $4.40E.E0; western
J4.50W5.50; stockers
and feeders,
$3.40rl&.50; cows and heifers, $3.20
W6.00; calves, $4.506.50.
Hogs Receipts, 16,000. Market Is
New York Metals. .
steady.
Light, $6.85 7.30; mixed.
New York, April 2? Lead $4.20
heavy,
$7.0007.45;
$7.00!i7.45;
4 25; copper $12 Ti
13c; silver
.ough, $7.00ffl7.15; pigs, $5.75616.85;
bulk of sales, $7.25 ir 7.35.
St. Imls Spelter.
Sheep Receipts, 10,000. Market Is
St. Louis, April 2. Lead $4.15;
strong. Natives $3.60i6.10; westspelter $3.00.
erns, $3,601(16.15; yearlings, $6,000
6.90;
lambs,
$5.758.45; western
Money.
New York. April 29. Prime paper lambs, $5.758.45.
3 141 4 per ceut; Mexican dollars 44.
Kanaa City Uvpfitoek.
Call money 1 Vi & 2 per cent.
Kansas City, Mo., April 29. Cattle
Receipts,
3,000,
300
including
Sc. Ltmta Wool.
southerns.
Market strong to 10c
St. Louis, Mo.. April 29. Wool
Native steers, $5.00 6.75;
Market Is strong. Territory and higher.
southern steers. $4.60 4f 6.25; southwestern, 20 24c; tine mediums, 18
cows,
ern
$3.005.25; native cows
22c; fine, 12 18c.
and heifers, $2.75ifj6.25; stockers and
feeders, $3.755.75;
bulls, $3.40
Grain and Provisions.
5.20;
calves, $ 3.75 6.75; western
Chicago, April 29. Close:
Wheat May $1.23; July $1.1114. steers, $4.806.40; western cows,
$3.25i9 5.50.
Corn May 71j".4; July 684.
Hogs
Receipts, 13,000.
Market Is
Oats May 56V4; July
Pork May $17.70; July $17.92 V4 f steady to lower. Rulk of sales, $6.80
'U7.25; heavy, $7.10 W 7.30; packers'
17.95.
$6,951(7.30; light, $6.60
butchers.
Lard May $10.25; July $10.37.
7.10; pigs, $5.50 ii 6.50.
llibs May $9.72 Vi ; July $9.80.
Sheep Receipts, 5,000; market Is
Stocks.
sKudy. Muttons, $5.25r6.60; lambs.
76 ?i
Amalgamated Copper
6.Wtt 8.25; wethers and yearlings,
109
Atchison
$4.75( 7.50; ewes, $3.50 iv 6.00.
pfd
....103
129
Xew York Central
ENGAGE.
119
Simon Garcla's horses, rigs, sadSouthern Pacific
187
Union Pacific
dles and spring wagons for country
54
trips. Call at my store, 1202 North
United States fiteel
115
pfd
Arno strett.
'

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
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Will Col hit Antique ami
of Tlii'in During Fiesta
Week.

IHs-po-

N. M.

Shoe Shop

owbey
Our ppertalty a inakin
sltoes. First class
keots and
sole le.UM
repairing, lie rock-oa- k
sed. Twenty years' experience. I am
tarter of the trade. Give ns a trial.
Work called (or and delivered.
133 W. Central Ave.
Ptaeoe Bit.

NAMED

st

LAST NIGHT

Olliocrs Arc Alx AKliited and Kadi
I Jk Ordered to Get Out and lloot
for tho llesla Next Month.

com-mltte- eg

Mc-Ki-

n,

vjumm

become but that few kitchens are found where
they are not used.

a.

Make a cool, shady,

Oar work la KIGLT la every
arxueut, Hubbs Lauuarj Co.

seclud-j- d

porch. They keep out
the sun, but let In th
breeze.
Vudor Torch Shades are
very durable, and will last
many seasons.
Vudor Torch Shades are
just the thing for "boxing
in" porches or balconies
that are to be used as outdoor sleeping or living
apartments.
All sizes carried in stock
only at

V.J

m

Vudor
PORCH SHADES

:
:

:

:

Mihert Falser
West Central Avenue

308-31- 0

morrow evening, the University students have found a play especially
adapted to the needs of college ama-teun- s.
Tho play Is well named.
Tom Harrington, the captuln of the
college football team, a dashing and
resourceful young collegian, leads a
most strenuous life and by his relations to the other characters compels them to do the same. As a
prodigal end sr&ndthrlft he ha made
1.1s way through college to his senior
ytar by the help of hla friend Reginald Rlack, meanwhile having kept
his father In the dark by sending
home glowing reports of his scholarship and college triumphs. Just as
the football season opens Harrington
becomes Involved in a scrap and
spends his year's allowance In a single night.
When troubles are coming thick and fast from professors,
and landladies his
washerwomen
father appears. To save the day a
freshman is frightened Into playing
the part of a new professor who !a
to come the next week. He, of
course. Is coached to supply the fond
father with a splendid report of his
sen's work and Harrington Is saved,
but Just at this juncture the real pro- XBor turns up ahead of time and
complicates matters. Again Ingenuity
triumphs when tho boys put the professor through the antics of a college
hazing and so hiding his idently.
When finally called to account before
the faculty, after his father Is gone
and danger past, Harrington save
himself hy saying that ho had Infor
mation that led him to believe th&t
the professor was a spy, come from
another school to steal the football
signals. Many other amusing char
keeps
acters and comical situations
the play moving at a merry rate and
give the pleco the breezy gwlng so ne
cessary to a college play.
That the public appreciates the enterprise of the Btudents In putting on
such an acceptable play Is evidenced
bv the large advance sale of tickets,
student have been 'busy at ticket
selling during the last week and
their efforts have met with splendid
success. The seats accounted for In
this wav with some three hundred
eneased by signer of the patrons
list assure a large crowd for this, tho
University annual play.

An enthusiastic session of the C
P. O. E. No. 461 was held in the
Elks' buihllne last evening and In
audition to the appointment of
and officers, plans for the
coming Klks' fiesta were discussed at
length. The committees named are;
Finance Committee Ross Merritt,
SaniU"l Pickard und II. O. Rrooks.
Auditing Committee Frank
tluy Roger and C. S. White.
Entertainment Committee Harry
Keiijamln, Hernaid Jueobtson, J. W.
Jaffa,
Colbert, !us Thelin, Walter
A. S. Rronson and Leon Hertzog.
.
Visiting Committee
A. Mat-fiII. Uuppe, C. A. Hawks, Milo
Ewing. W. R. Lyons and W. C.
Oestrich.
0
Club Rooms Committee A. B.
ChktMro livestock.
See I. II. Oox, Uie plumber, for gar- lletz, lUU'l) Dunbar, Joe Miller, Roy
Chicago, April 29. Cattle
den Itntie. .All gradea and prices, from McDonald, H. E. SCeUer and W. N.
Market Is steady to $3 to $8. Garden huae repairing. 70$ King.
2.500.
strong. Ueeves, $4.806.90;
Texas West CertraL Phone 1620.
Esquire Ralph Dunbar.
Chaplain Rev. Fletcher Cook.
Organist IaiuIs flumbiner.
Inner Guard Frank R. Harris.
So popular have
Tiler Joseph Miller.
Reports
of the secretary were
heard and showed the lodge to be In
new
excellent condition. Forty-nin- e
members were taken In during the
fifeiil year ending April 1. 1309, and
more are on the lists for initiation
week.
at the first meeting aft. r lles-tEach member of the i;)ks wus appointed a committee of one to do all
in his power to make the fiesta a
(8,
success. Judging from the. enthusiasm, success Is assured.

,

t
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A meeting of the entertainment
committee of the Elks' lfesta was
held In the Elks' club rooms last evening and the vaudeville program for
presentation on the theatre stage
from 8 until 9 o'clock each evening
of the flestn week, was completed.
Some of the best talent procurablo In
the city has been obtained and the
acts vary from a song and dance
artist to a bull fight, with prominent
members of the local order of Elks
as matadors.
Arrangements are being completed
for the gigantic parado which will
take place at noon of May 10, the
first day of the fiesta, and judging
from the elaborate preparations this
city will be treated to one of the
grandest and most dazzling arrays of
splendor ever witnessed in the South
west. Large floats will earry the va
rious performers, tvhlle cages will
shelter some of the many performing
freaks which have been ;captured by
A. H. Rets, chairman..-- . pf the side
bhnw committee.
What will no doubt be the feature
attraction of the week Is the White
Elephant booth, which will he In
charge of some of Albuquerque's fairest women. A large truck wagon will
visit tho homes of all Elks and their
friends within the next few days and
a collection will be made of all sorts
of wares which have become "white
elephants" on the hands pf the thrifty
housewives. Everything, from a last
hummer's bonnet to Dr. Wroth's
noiseless automobile will be solicited,
numbered, and entered in the "white
elephant" booth. Each person purchasing a number will be entitled to
one of the many antiques. Tho plan
Is original and will prove one of the
most amusing features of the fiesta
Out of town donations are being re
ceived daily and the raffling com
mittees have been busy for the past
week unloading chances on tho many
raffles to be held during the week.
A meeting of the bankers' night
committee was held last evening and
it was decided that a glass jar of
money will be given away on the first BARELAS GRAYS
evening of the tb'sta.
Dances will be given In the spa
MEET THE AGGIES
eious dance hall and will be in churge
of Leon Hertzog.
This feature will
be welcomed by the young folks.
Game AVU1 lie played Saturday at
Traction Iark and Ftons Expect
ELKS COMMITTEES
lloHe Contest.

s,

Shop 1068; Residence MI

ALBUQUERQUE,

$5

Shades

5

In "A Strenuous Life," which is to
be presented at the Elks' theatre to-

49.

bomght

TURNOUTS Hf THV

and

Panama Skirts, the

Voile and

Silk,
OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3

Phone 04.

jr

ELEPHANT'
BOOTH

LUNCHES

No Famcy Price

run-i.in-

!

rirtt St.

AND

ItHout Warning.

4444)4

Vudor Porch

of the California Fig Syrup Co. i :.J the
scientific, attainments of its cheti.
t have
rendered possible: tho production ' .?yrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna, in ; ' of its
nedic-in- al
excellence, by obtaining the pu:
principles of plants known to ', most
beneficially and combining tin t most
skillfully, in the right properties . with
its wholesome and refreshing t . : up of
California Figs.
of
As there Is only one genuine f
Fig9 and Elixir of Sonna and as tl.o genuine is manufactured by an original
method known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, it is always necessary to buy the
genuine to get its beneficial effects.
A knowledge of the above facts enables
one to decline imitations or to return them
if, upon viewing the package, the full name
of the California Fig Syrup Co. is not found
printed on the front thereof.

'

Refrigerators

Particular peop.e have been

Takrn to So Tlint
lth Cirniulp pnos

-

-up

With one of our

llllli

mnd Gold

In

rrt

v

"Keep Kool"

vT

O01110
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CAUSE HOOD

County Surveyor Oslo says that the
worst is not over by any means, In
the mattrr of hlfth water in the Rio
Grande. Old residents know that the
annual freshet In the Klo Grande
usually comes during the months of
May and June. The recent high water
was a result nf the warm spell of
of March.
weather the latter
For three weeks the river was
bank full, but during the past
few days It has subsided, according to
County Surveyor Ogle, and Is now
running practically normal. The recent rise, Mr. Ogle thinks, was
to the people of the valley.
If the snow melts gradually, there
If
will be little danger of a flood.
there comes a sudden wnrm spell,
a flood will probably follow.
However, precautions have been
taken to prevent an overflow. Between $1,500 and $2,000 has been
spent on the dykes north of the city
during the past two months and
they are higher and stronger
than
ever before. Watchmen patrol them PLENTY OF ACTION
daily, and from now until after the
hot weather In June Is over, a sharp
IN COLLEGE PLAY
lookout will be kept. On account of
the unusually heavy snows in northern New Mexico and Colorado there Is
a probability
of dangerously high 1'nlverHlty praniatlo tlub Tomorrow
water In the Rio Grande.
JN'Igtit IrrHiitfl Comedy Never
Ilcfore Swsn lit This City.

COLUMBUS
''il

Ik-ln-

WnT

a

The
E,jcccp1ionat
Equipment
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SUODEH. WARM SPELL

and

Montezuma. Grocery

PAGE FIVE

Local baseball fans are promised
a treat Saturday afternoon at Traction park when the teams represent
ing the Agricultural college, of Agrl
cultural College, N. M., and the
Ilarelas Grays cross bats. The local
boys have been practicing hard each
Sunday as well as occasional try outs
on week days and claim to be In the
best of form.
The visitors will arrive in this city
on Saturday morning and will remain
here over Sunday. They have some
of the best baseball talent In the ter
rltory, and a record of but one game
lost this season, that being the one
recently played with the El Paso
White Sox, which resulted in a score
of 6 to 2. The following is the line
up for Saturday's game, which com
mences promptly at 3 o'clock:
College
Howard
Agricultural
catcher; Reckwlth, pitcher; Kirchpat- rlch, first base; Noyer, gecond base
Henry, third base; Danos, shortstop
field
Kays, left field; Hall, center
Windsor, right field.
Grays Pena, catcher; Weeks and
Hidalgo, pitchers; Perea. first base;
Gonzales, second base; Salazar, third
base; Alarid, shortstop; F De Blassl
left field; Luna, center field; N. De
Riassi, right field.
Our work

1

oh

near perfection

an

p ihnibU. No old, tvoru out, broken
dou 11 or oImoIcio nuuihlncry ' In our
plant.
l'.vcr thing new and up to
Hie minute. Always better work and
more prompt Kcrvlcc. Wo defy 00111
A trial buiullo
petition.
will coti- tlm-you. Inicrlul laundry
Co.
Phone 118. Red
Rack of M4 ol I
mucous.

!.
o
Mill

soon begin to
thrive. Pliciiodilora mUI knock tliein.
2.1c iwckago nutkCH 13 gullons of the
strongest vermin killer made. E. W.
l ie,
&o. Flr-- t fct. l'iiouo 18.
I. Ice

602-00-

011

4

fowl

YOU CAN'T MAKE A MISTAKE
BY

BUYING YOUR

GARDEN TOOLS
& Poultry Wire
of us.
OUR GOODS AND PRICES ARE RIGHT

RAABE & MAUGER
HARDWARE

North First Street

115-11- 7

Consolidated Liquor Go.
EVERYTHING. IN OUR LINE
Catalog and Price List

Write for Illustrated
OFFICE
121

AND

SALES ROOM

and 123 North First St.

Phone 138

ALL THE WAY UP
From the foundation to the ahlnglea oa the root, m ara sotting BolkUnc Material Cheaper than yon bava kosgbt tm
Biaaf yean. Save at least 15 per seat and

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material
FBONK

Lumber Co.

OOIUmR THIRD AND MABQUaTTM.

ft.

OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED 1873

L. H. PUTNEY
THE

WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
t.VlB

I
I

KllltVlWABt.

a

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE

Builders'

and

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Finishers

Supplies

Native ami Chlearo Lumber,
Palat Noaa
Ballalnc Paper, Plaster, lime. Cement, Glass, Saab, Doors, BM.
bberwtu-WUllaii-

J. C BALDRIDGE

ia

423 SOUTH FIRST
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Grain From the North
Could be Admitted Free
It Would Stop Gamblers.
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I low's This?
r One Hundred

NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.
Certificate or lncorornUnti of
THUSWEVE PACKAGE MANl.'FAC-TUUIN-

4. 41

COMPANY.
We, the undersigned,
George L..
Brooks, a resilient of Albuquerque,
county of liernalillo, and territory of
New Mexico, and Lewis (?!
lirooks,

5
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DUVK FR KM. ST AD,

the Nortliwest lliinlui It's All
Very Finn and Ntos That tnlu-t
Sinirers Hon? Hi(;l From
Ijiwly ltepliiiiings.
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Minneapolis. Minn., April 29. Now
they say Olive Frenwtad , famous
Minneapolis prima donna, onco was
employed as a domestic.
It's a sensation in the east, where
they ask a man's credentials befjre
they let him into church.
It's a sensation here in the north-wen- t,
but rather a plc?ilng sensation.
They're glad to hear oJt Ik re that
the little .Norwegian diva and her buttle of life to fight had a lowly beginning.
"Bravo,"
shouts the northwest.
"She's got better stuff In her than wo
thought."
"Fremstad a domestic well, what
of It?" they demand. "Is It a disgrace to have been poor once? And
aren't all the greatest singers tne
children of poor parents?"
"How about Mary Garden, poor,
obscure little church singer, who
would have npver been known had
not rich friends Interested themselves
In

her?

How about Just as poor Geraldlne
Farrar, daughter of a baeeijall player,
who had to dig and hustle and carve
out her own musical future?
"How about Patti, whose parents,
though
wore
musicians,
talented
poorer than church mice?
"How about Nordlca, daughter of
a German garrison master?
And for ull Minneapolis knows the
hensation which prompts the cast to
turn up Its aristocratic nose, may not
be true.
It happened this way:
C H. Fowler, a Springfield, Mass.,
man, had u grievance. Mine. Frem- -

"CARMEN."

AS

stad's managers charge too much for
seats at her concert.
In Kngland when one has a grievance one takes his pen in hand and
writes the editor of the London Times
about 11. So with Springfield the
sorehead writes the editor of the
Springfield Republican.
This Is the letter Fowler wrote:
"Kditor of the Republican: I lived
in Minneapolis from 1884 to 1X99 and
came to Springfield in 1899. In 1886
In Springfield we had our piano tuned by a man named Fremstad. who
euld lie had a daughter whom he
wished to have brought up In the
American way and wanted to know
If we could take her In and teach
lier the way things were done In
this country.
"This we did and paid her $2.50
a week. This girl's name was Annie
Olive Fremstad. whom I now see is
to sing in our city. I have followed
her career with much pleasure and
often think what a great place Is
America where one can rie from tae
lowest place to the highest. Whereas
1 had to pay her $2.00 for u week's
work, ,1 will now have to pay $2.50
or 2 for one seat to hear her sing
one night.
"C. H. FOWI.KIl"
Fremstad thus far hasn't niade
any expression as to the authenticity
of Fowler's fitory.
Her parents, iboth musicians, were
poor when they came to Minneapolis
from Norway. Fremstad was a very
little girl then. They had to tight
the same fight with the wolf the
parents of Patti did.
They made their music their weapon. At times the' battle was discouraging it wa
always
hard.
When Fremstad, pere, saw the opportunity to earn an extra penny by
tuning a piano, he tuned it, and held
his head high about it.
SLOAN

TO TAKE

AFTER

OFFICE SATURDAY

SUFFERING

Ai'ixoim'rt

ONEVEAR
Cured by Lydia E.
Compound
Pink-ham'sVegeta-

ble

!

Milwaukee, Wis.
"Lydia E. rink-barn- 's
Vegetable Compound has mada
me a wen woman,
and I weald like to
tell the whole world
of It.
I suffered
fromfemale trouble
and fearful painsin
my back. I bad the
beat doctors and
they all decided
that I had a tumor
in addition to my
female trouble, and
advised
an opera- ,n
T
I,i vu
.
I,
jj;uih
i.
lluthaui's Vegetable Compound mada
me a well woman and I have no more
backache. I hope I can help others by
telling them what Lydia E.Vinkham's
Vegetable Compound has done for
me." Mrs. KmmaImse, 833FlrstSt,
Milwaukee, Wis.
The above is only one of the thousands of grateful letters which are
constantly being received by the
IMnkham Medicine Company of Lynn,
Mass., which prove beyond a doubt that
Lydia E. llukham's Vegetable
made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate diseases of women after all other means
g
have failed, and that every such
woman owes it to herself to at
Vegetale.ast give Lydia E. l'inkham's
ble Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving up
hom of recovery.

im

M

New

Clilr Kxcriitivc

Will

Mitl With Supreme Omrt, for
Ijtsl Tlmo This Week.

.Jl.

Toledo. Ohio.
undersigned have known
We.
for the last fifteen years
F. J.
and b.
.j him perfectly honorable
ui:
In
Dullness
and
transactions
finan !: able to carry out any
obligat.ons made by his flrni.
WALD1NO. KINNAN & MARVIN.
Wholesale Druggists. Toledo, O.
In
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken
upon the
ternally. acting directly
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Testimonials sent fr?e. Price
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family PI1U for constipation.
Airs, l'inkliaiii, of Lynn, Mam.,
o
It - not what yea pay for advertis- Invites all Kick women tu write)
ing but what advertising
PAT8 lier for alvli'4. hhe Im grui'leri
TO!.' that makes It valuable. Our, thousands to health uutl her
ttdvl is free.
rte are lowest for equal service.
it-- y

Edwin F. Hulbert, Paul Findlay. and
Frederick 11. Newman, residents of
South Morwalk, county of Fairfield,
and state of Connecticut, in order o
form a corporation hereinafter stated,
under and pursuant to the provisions
of the art of the Legislative Assembly
of the Territory of New Mexico, entitled "An Act to Itcgulatc the Formation and Government of Corporations
for Mining, Manufacturing, Industrial
ind Other Pursuits," approved Marcii
15th, 190j, do hereby certify as fol-

28eV

1

catarrh that
"'curedcase by of Hall's
Catarrh
F. J. CHEXKT

'

I'M--

i

Re-

Mexico. Office of
the Secretary.
I. Nathan Jaff.i, Secretary of the
Territory of Mew Mexico, do hereby
certify there was filed for record in
this office, at 2 o'clock p. m., on the
16tn day of April, A. ). 1909,
Articles of locrHration of
Trusweve Package Manufacturing
Omipniiy
(No. 6918.)
nd also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same with tho
original thereof now on Hie, and declare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
In witness whereof, 1 have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official eeal this 16th day of April, A. 1.

(Seal)

...

Chicago, April 29. No "Patten
corner" In wheat would be pons I bio
If Canadian wheat were admitted to
the I'nfted States with the privilege
of a "drawback" or refund of duty
paid when the wheat as flour was
shipped out of the United
States
again. This Is the statement of Chicago board of trade Interests favoring the measure which la said to be
by
President
under consideration
Tal't. Senator Aldrlch and others In
charge of the new tariff bill.
Hitter hostility to such a plan froVn
the wheat growers of the United
States is expected, however, for the
wheat from fertile Alberta and adjoining provinces has become, by the
rapid settlement there In recent years,
a tremendous factor to be reckoned
with. The wheat acreage there this
ytar will be greatly Increased, acby
cording to the figures furnished
the Grand Trunk Pacific, the Canadian Pacific, and the Canadian Northern, which has Just announced Its
route from Kdmonton In Alberta to
the Pacific const. The very Immensity of the wheat crop of western Canada provinces probably will
prodefeat the millers' drawback
posed. It has grown In a few years
to a figure that is formidable.
To prevent the possibility of wheat
corners, however, grain men admit
that the western Canada wheat crop
would be such an item that no sensational rise would be possible, consequently that no serious rise in flour
and bread could be brought about.
The Interests of consumers appear
pitiful against those of the American
farmer.
The operation of the drawback
plan proponed was put this way by
a leading grain man: "To bring In
Canadian wheat freely would hold
the price down during a shortage pre
ceding a new crop. When the new
crop cam- in It would then hold the
price at a reasonable figure and
helping the farmers by a lot of the
r.ew grown wheat going for export,
using up the import bills which difwould have on
ferent importers
too
hand. This plan, preventing
much of an advance at times and
still providing later for the exporting
of the American wheat and keeping
the price from going too low, would
ii
an extremely desirable situation
for all concerned."
Canadian
Great as the present
wheat area already is, it will be Ind
by the comcreased at least
pletion of the new Grand Trunk Pacific transcontinental,'
which Is already near Kdmonton and is pushing
rapidly through to the coast. The
country it traverses is beginning even
now to produce the highest grade of
No.
hard.
There already Is an importation of
"Alberta Red" wheat to Kansas,
which is annually growing rapidly,
owing to the superior quality of the
Alberta wheat. Originally the Alberta Red was Kansas Turkey lied. In
1S9
when Alberta's power to grow
winter wheat had been shown, Canadian Pacific officials cast about fur
seed suitable to the Alberta conditions of soil and climate, and settled
upon the Kansas Turkey Hed. Two
vear loads were urchnsed and taken
apacross the line, and carefully
portioned among the farmers of
Southern Alberta, along the Canadian
Pacific main .line. Put instead of the
Turkey Red of Kansas, a new variety
developed. The wheat grown from
the Kan wis seed changed from a FOft
Turkey Red Into a hard, full kernell-f- J
wheat, which has since been
given the name of Alberta Hod. This
is now the standard wheat' of the
world.
Charles N. Hays, president of the
Grand Trunk Pacific, predicted last
autumn that t'anadlan wln-nwould
soon be i.:ng'to Kurope. fr.nn ports
on the Pacific neon. Ills prophecy
is already being fulfilled, ami grain
is now K"iiU to Liverpool l way of
Vancouver, the termini's of the Canadian Pacific and the prospective terminus of the Canadian Northern.
This Candian exportation of wheat
ts the west would be seriously affected by a tariff provision admitting wheat for milling to the United
States.- Originally a plan to prevent
"corners" la grain, the marketing system nf the mammoth crops of western Canada provinces might be readjusted cnless retaliatory measures
by Cur.;' i prevented.

Territory of New

1909.
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suf-erin-
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Phoenix. Anril
To ntt,.n,i tii
session of the supreme court this week
wnicn win be the laat time he will sit
With

that

bodv

after

ni

years on the bench in Arizona, Asbo- ciaie juuge ii. k. Sloan Is expected to
arrlvo In Phoenix from Prcseott today, and remain here until Saturday
vwien ne will take the oath of office
as governor of this territory.
Sloan will swear allegiance to the
constitution and promise to faithfully
serve the people of Arizon.i hefor
Chief Justice
Kdward Kent, with
whom he has served on the bench la
thi territory for several years.
Plans for the territorial receptljn
to be tendered Judge Sloan In Phoenix are making good headway. Maor
Cogglns called the matter to the attention of the board of trade laat
Saturday, and President J W. Foss
of the board immediately placid the
management of the reception in the
hands of ieneral A. J. (Sampson, who
Is chairman of the board of trade reception committee.
Due thing dWdded m that the reception is to be made as ti rrltorlal in
character as pimsilile, all the counties in Arizona being invited to Join
with Maricopa in welcoming the
of Oovernor Kibbiy into ofsuo-ciss- or

fice.

A

Ml)li:u

IMPIlOVIlMFVr.

Three doctors were operating on fc
man for appendicitis. After the operation was completed one of the doctors missed a email sponge. The patient was reopened the sponge found
within, and the man sewed up again.
Immediately the .second doeUr missed a needle. Again the patient was
opened and closed. Thin the third
doetor missed u pair of scissors,
"tjentlemen." said the victim as they
were about to open him u
again,
"for heaven's sake, If you're going to
keep this up, put buttons on me."
Success.

TurusnvT. .vrmij b. iot.

CITIZEN.

1.
The corporate
name is ;he
Truswevc
Package
'Manufacturing
Company.
II. The registered office of the cor
poration is No. 409 Wost Copper Avenue, In the city of Albuquerque, and
territory of New Mexico; and Oeorge
L. Brooks Is designated as the statutory agent therein In charge thereof
and upon whom process against the
corporation may 'bo served.
III. The objects for which the corporation is established are primarily:
To manufacture and deal In oyster
boxes, oyster carriers and all other
receptacles and devices made for
carrying, transporting and preserving,
by refrigeration or otherwise, of oy
sters, fish and sea food of every kind
and description, Ice cream and other
food delicacies; ice cream
carriers,
Ice cream cabinets and bread boxes;
and also shipping boxes, cases and
other receptacles and devices for preserving, refrigerating
and carrying
fruit, vegetables and all other food
products and thingx; and also commercial and domestic
refrigerators
and cooling rooms and cabinets for
all purposes, as the said corporation
may deem advisable and profitable.
As suosidiary to and in connection
with the foregoing from time to time
the corporation may:
Manufacture,, purchase or otherwise
acquire goods, wares, merchandise
and personal property of every class
and description and hold, own, mort
gage, sell or otherwise dispose
of,
trade, deal In and deal with the same.
Acquire and undertake the good
will, property, rights, franchises, con
tracts and assets of every manner and
kind and the liabilities of any person, firm, association or corporation,
either wholly or In part, and pay for
the same In cash, stock or bonds of
the corporation ,or otherwise.
Enter Into, make, perform and
carry out contracts of every kind and
for any lawful purpose with any person, firm, assoeintion or corporation.
Issue bonds, debentures or obligations of the corporation and at the
option of the corporation, to secure
the same .by mortgage, pledge, deed
of trust or otherwtee.
To apply for, acquire,
hold, use,
sell, assign, lease, grant license In
mortgage or otherwise dispose of letters patent of the United
states or any foreign country, patent,
patent rights, licenses and privileges,
inventions. Improvement and processes, trade-mark- s
and trade names, relating to or useful In connection with
any buslnetss of the corporation.
Hold, purchase or otherwise
acquire, sell, assign, transfer, mortgage,
pledge or otherwise dispose of shares
of the capital stock and bonds, debentures or other evidences of Indebtedness created by other corporation or
corporations, and while the holder
thereof, exercise all the rights and
privileges of ownership, including the
right to vote thereon.
Purchase, hold and
the
chares of its capital stock, Its bonds
or other securities.
Remunerate any person or corporation for services rendered or to be
rendered, in placing or assisting to
place or guaranteeing the placing or
underwriting of any of the shares of
stock of the corporation, or any debentures, bonds or other securities of
the corporation, or in or about the
formation or promotion of the corporation, or In the conduct of its bus-

iness.

With a view to the work or development of the properties of the corporation, and to effectuate, directly
or Indirectly, its object and purposes,
oi any of them, the corporation may,
In the discretion of the directors from
time to time carry on any other lawful 'business, manufacturing or otherwise, to any extent and in any manner not unlawful.
The corporation may conduct business In the Territory of New Mexico
and elsewhere. Including any of the
states, territories, colonies or depend,
encles of the United States, the District of Columbia, and any and all
foreign countries, have one or more
offices therein, and therln to
hold,
purchase, mortgage and convey real
and personal property except as and
when forbidden by local laws.
hereby
And the said corporation
lesignates the city of South Norwalk,
In the state of Connecticut, as one of
the places where it will maintain an
office under the next preceedlng paragraph for the prosecution
of 'Its
business, reserving the right to designate from time to time other places
for the maintenance of such offices
as it may see fit and proper.
To the same extent as natural persons might or could do, to purchase
or otherwise acquire, to hold, own,
maintain, work, develop, sell, convey,
mortgage or otherwiso dispose of,
without limit as to amount, within or
without the Territory of New Mexlo,

and In any fiart of the world, real
estate and real property, and any In
terest and right therein.
Tho foregoing clauses shall be construed both as objects and powers but
no recitation, expression or dcclara
Hon of specific or apecial powers jr
purposes herein enumerated shall be
deemed to be exclusive; but it Is here
by expressly declared that all other
lawful powers not Inconsistent there
with are hereby Included.
IV. The corportlon is authorised
to Issue capital stock to the extent of
fifty thousand (50,000) dollars, dlvtd
ed into nfty thousand (50,000) shares
of the par value of one (1.00) dollar
each.
V. The capital stock with which
the corporation will commence busl
ness Is subscribed by the Incorpor
ators as follows:
George U, Lirooks, 15,000 shares,
$15,000; Lewis C.
Hrooks, 14,998
shares, $14,998; Edwin F. Hulbert
10,000 shares $10,000; I'aul Findlay,
I share, $1.00; Frederick H. Newman,
1 share, $1.00;
Totul, 40,000 shares,

ers; and the number of directors of man, to me known to be the persons
this company until otherwise provided described la and who executed the
by tne
foregoing Instrument and they acshall be five.
Subject to the foregoing provisions knowledged that they executed ths
may
the
prescribe the num same as their free act and deef.
ber of directors to constitute a quo
Witness my hand and seal the day
rum at their meetings, and such and year last above written.
may
number
be less than n majority (Signed)
WM. F. TAMMANY,
of the whole number.
(Notarial Seal)
Notary Public.
The corporation reserves the right
ENDORSED: No. 591 Cor. Rec'd.
to amend, altar, change, or repeal any Vol. 8. Page 97. Cert, of Stockholdprovisions contained n this certificate ers
of Trusweve Packin the manner now or hereafter pre' age Manufacturing Company..
by
scribed
statutes for the amend
Filed In office of Secretary of New
ment of the certificate of Incorpora Mexico. April IS, 1909; 1 p. m.
tlon.
NATHAN JAFFA. Secretary.
The period of existence of this cor.
Compared McN. to C. F. K.
poration 1b limited to fifty years.
Territory of New Mexico.
In witness whereof, we have here
County of Bernalillo. ss.
unto set our hands and seals this
This Instrument was filed for rej-or- d
31st day of March, A. D. 1909.
on the 19th day of April. 1909.
(Signed.)
a' 1:43 o'clock p. m.
CrKuHlIK L. BROOKS
(Seal)
Recorded In Vol "B" Misc. of Rec(Signed.)
ords of said county, folio 467.
LEWIS C. BHOOKS
(Seal)
A. E. WALKER.
(Signed.)
(Seal)
Recorder.
EDWIN K. HUX.BEIIT
o
(Seal)
(Signed.)
NOTICK FOIl PUBLICATION.
PAUL FINDLAY
(Seal)
$40,000.
(Not coal land.)
(Signed.)
The postofflco address of each of
U.
3.
FIIEDEIHCK II. NHWMAN
(Seal) Department of the Interior,
the incorporators is as follows:
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Oeorge L. Brooks, No. 409 West
(Serial No. 02583.)
Territory of New Mexico,
Copper Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
April 6. 1909.
ss.
of Bernalillo.
Lewis C. Brooks, Hoyt's Theatre County
Notice Is hereby given that Martin
on this 31st day of March. A. D.
Uldg., South Norwalk, Conn.
19U9. before me personally appeared Ryan, of Albuquerque, N. M., who,
Edwin F. Hulbert. lloyfs Theatre George
No.
L. Brooks, to me known to be ou Nov. 5, 1906, made H. E..
P.ldg., South Norwalk, Conn.
described in and who exe 10211, for Lots 1, 2, 3. and 4, Section
I'aul Findlay, Hoyt's Theatre Bldg., the person foregoing
cuted the
instrument and 3, Township 10 N., Range 3 E N.
South Norwalk, Conn.
acknowledged that he executed the M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Frederick H. Newman, Hoyt's The- same
Intention to make final five year
as his free act and deed.
atre P.ldg., South Norwalk, Conn.
Witness my hand and seal the day proof, to establish claim to the land
VI. The corporation shall keep at
above described, before H. W. Otero,
year last above written.
its i , gistei ed office In this territory and
United States court commissioner, at
(Signed)
It. M. MKItKITT,
the transfer books, In which the (Notarial
Albuquerque, N. M., on the 11th day
Seal)
Notary Public.
transfers of stock shall be registered,
of June, 1909.
i
and the stock book, which shall con
Claimant names as witnesses: John
of
State
Connecticut,
names
tain the
and addresses of the
A. Johnson, Josie A. Johnsoa, John
stockholders
and the number of County of Fairfield. w.
Mahcr, Oeorge Souther, all sf Albu
On
A
this
day
7th
April,
V.
of
shares held by them
respectively,
querque, N. M.
which shall at all times during the 1909. before me personally appeared
MANUEL R. OTERO.
C.
Lewis
Brooks,
Hulbert,
Edwin
F.
usual hours for business be open to
Register.
the Inspection of a stock holder In Paul Findlay and Frederick H. New
person with respect to his interest as man, to me known to be the persons
NOTICE FOR PCIiLlCATIOX.
such stockholder, or for a purpose described In and who executed the
(Not Coal Land.)
germania to his stutus
upon foregoing Instrument and they acknowledged that they executed the Department of the Interior,
application in writing to the registerU. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ed agent of the corporation in charge same as their free act and deed.
my
Witness
day
and
hand
10,
aeal the
April
1909.
of such office und having tho custody
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
of such books; but tho registered and year last above written.
(Signed;
WM.
F.
TAMMANY,
Romero,
P.
agent may refuse permission to any
of Albuquerque. N. M..
.Votary Public.
who, on
190. ., made Home
stockholder to examine the same (ex- (Notarial Seal)
EN
DOUSED:
d.
5918.
No.
stead Entry No. 6947, for SW, Sec
Cor. Kec
cept hs to the entries affecting the
shares owned by such stockholder), Vol. 5. Page 607. Articles of Incor- tion 4. Township 8 N Range 6 E.,
unless and until satisfied that such poration of Trusweve Package Manu N. M. P., Meridian, has tiled notice
of Intention to make final five year
examination and the information to facturing Company.
Filed In office of Secretary of New proofs, to establish claim to the land
be acquired thereby arc for legitimate
2
April
p.
Mexico.
IS,
1909;
rn.
above described, before H. W. S.
purpose and not for a purpose hosNATHAN JAFFA. Secretary.
Otero, U. S. Court Commissioner at
tile to the Interests of the corporation
Compared
to
Albuquerque, N. M., on the 7th daj
McN.
C. F. K.
or its individual stockholders and the
of June, 1909.
determination of the registered agent Territory of New Mexico,
County
of Bernalillo.
ss.
Claimant names as witnesses:
shall be final, conclusive and oinding
This Instrument was filed for rec
Filomeno Mora, of Chlllll, N. M.:
upon all stockholders and all persons
on
ord
the 19th day of April, 1909, Juan Antonio Alderete, of Albuquer
claiming under such stockholders.
que,
N. M.; Perflrlo Sandoval,
of
VII. In furtherance and
not in at 1:45 o'clock T". rn.
Kecorded In Vol "B" Misc. of IU'C- - Chlllll. N. M.; Prudenclo Maldonado.
limitation of the powers conferred by
of Chlllll. N. M.
statute, the Board of Directors are ords of aid county, folio 464.
A. E. WALKEB,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
expressly authorized:
Register.
Recorder.
To hold their meetings, to have onj (Seal)
o
or more offices, and to keep the books
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
(KIITIIKOTH
of the corporation within or, except
of the Interior, U. S
as otherwise provided
by
statute, Territory of New Mexico. Office of Department
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
w ithout tho Territory
of New .Mexico,
the Secretary.
(Not coal land.)
at such places as may from time to
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
(Serial No. 05095.)
time .be designated by them.
April 6. 1909.
To determine from time to time Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
there was filed for record In
Notice ts hereby given that Robert
whether, and, if allowed, under what certify
this office, at 2 o'clock ip. m., on the L. Roberts, of Laguna, N. M., who,
conditions and regulations
the ac
on Nov. 26, 1907. made H. E., No.
counts and books of the corporation 16th day of April; y A. D. 1909,
of Stock 05095 for
Section 10 Township
shall be open to the Inspection of the Ccrtiflcat of
7 N., Range 4 W.. N. M. P. Meridian.
holders of
stockholders, and the stockholders'
Tnisueve Paekare Manufacturing
has filed notice of Intention to make
rights In this respect are and shall be
Company
final commutation proof, to establish
restricted or limited accordingly, and
(No. 5919 )
claim to the land above described,
no Rtockohld- r shall have any right
also, that I have compared the before Oeorge H. Pradt, U. 8. comto inspect any account or book or and
following copy of the same with thd missioner, at Laguna, N. M., on the
document of the corporation except original
now on file, and de 10th day of June, 1909.
as conferred by statute or authorized clare It thereof
to be a correct
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
transcript
by the Board of Directors or by a
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Lucero, of Cubero, N. M.: J. Miller,
resolution of the" stockholders.
whereof, I have hereun of Laguna, N. M.; Virgil P. HarringTo make, alter, amend and rcind to In witness
my hand and affixed my offi ton, of Laguna, N. M.; James A. Milof the corporation, to fix, cial set
tiie
determine from time to time and vary 1909.seal this 16th day of April, A. D. ler, of Laguna, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the amount to bo reserved as working (Seal)
Register.
NATHAN JAFFA,
capital, to determine the times for the
o
New
Secretary
of
Mexico.
declaration and payment
and the
Words to Freeae trie Soul.
amount of each dividend on stock, to TRUSWEVE PACKAGE MANUFAC
"Your son has consumption.
His
determine and direct the use and dis
case Is hopeless."
TURING COMPANY.
appalling
position of any surplus or net profits, Ccrtilioatc of u SIK klmldcrs Liability words were spoken These
to Geo. E. Blev- ami to authorize ami cause to be exhis is to certify that the under ens, a leading merchant of Springecuted mortgages and liens upon the signed, Gvorgu I Brooks, Lewis C. field, N. C. by two expert doctors
real and personal property of the cor lirooks. Edwin F. Hulbert, I'aul Find- one a lung special ii- -. Then was shown
poration, provided always that a ma lay and Frederick 11. Newman, who the wonderful power of Dr. King's
jority of the whole board concur have this day filed a certificate of in- New Discovery. "Afier three
weeks
therein.
corporation thereby associating them- use," writes Mr. Elevens, "he was as
to
Pursuant
the affirmative votd selves into a corporation under and well as ever. I would not
all
if the holders of a majority of t.ie by virtue of the provision of an act of the money In the werid for take
what It
slock Issued and outstanding at a the Legislative Assembly of the Terri- did for my boy." Infallible
for
stockholders meeting duly convened, tory of New Mexico, entilt. d "An Act coughs and colds. Its the safest, surto sell, assign, transfer, or otherwise Ut Regulate the Formation and Gov- est cure of desperate lung diseases
dispose of the property, including the ernment of Corporations for Mining, on earth. 60c and $1. Guarantee satfranchises of the corporation as an Manufacturing, Industrial and other isfaction. Trial 'bottle free. All Deal-er- a.
entirety, provided always that a ma Pursuits," that the said incorporators
!: '.tie
jority of the
'board concur for and on behalf of themselves and
therein.
Printers and others interested la
of the said corporation do hereby deTo appoint additional officers
of clare that there shall be no stock- the printing trades will be Interests
including one or holders liability on account of any to learn that they can secure Che Inthe corporation,
more vice presidents, one or more as- - stock Issued by the said corporation, land Printer of O. J. Kraemer, at Te
istant treasurers, and one or more and do hereby declare that all stock- Cttlsw offlcs.
assistant setietaries; and, to the ex- holders of the said corporation shall
I'd Rather Die. Doctor,
tent provided in the
the per- be entitled to exemption from any
have my feet cut off," said M.
son s i appointed shall have and may stockholders liability
on account of than
exetcLse all the 'powers of the presiany stock that may 'be issued to them, L. Bingham, of Prlncevllle, I1L, "but
die from gangrene (which had
dent, of tne treasurer and of the
under and by virtue of the provisions you'll awwy
eight toes) If you don't,"
eaten
respectively, provided, however, of Section 23 of the said act of
that all vice presidents shall be chos Legislative Assembly of the Territory said all doctors. Instead he used
.
wholly
en from the directors?
of New Mexico under which the said Bucklen's Arnica, Salve till
cured. Its cures of ecsema, fever
By a resolution passed by a, major corporation is organized.
sores, bolls, burns and piles astound
ity vote of the whole board, under
In witness whereof, the said Incorsuitable provisions of the
to porators of the said incorporation the world. 25? at all dealers.
s
designate two or more of their num- have hereunto set their hands and
Increase an oar basinets
ber to constitute an executive com- seals on this the 31st day of March, Is Tte rapid
doe to good work nd fmkr treat
mittee, which committee shall, for the A. D. 1909.
men of our patrof- Bnbbs Lwandry.
time being as provided in said reso (Signed.)
lution, or in the
have and GEORGE I BROOKS
Impure blood runs yon down
(Seal)
exercise any and all the powers of the (Signed.)
makes you an easy victim for organic
Board of Direitors, which may be LEWIS C. BROOKS
(Seal) dlsenseg. Burdock Blood Bitters purilawfully delegated, in the manage(Signed.)
fies the blood cures
the cause-bu- ilds
ment of the business and affairs of EDWIN F. HULKEKT
(Seal)
you up.
power
the corporation, and shall have
(Signed.)
o
to authorine the seal of the corpora- PAUL FINDLAY
For Ui beHt work on Khlrt waixta
(Seal)
papers
which (Signed.)
tion to be aflli.ed to all
patronise Hubhs Ijuimlry Co.
mai require 1L
(Seal)
FREDERICK H. NEWMAN
The Board of Directors and the
executive committee shall, except as Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo
ss.
otherwise provided by law, have powEXPERIENCE
er to act In the following manner, vis:
On this Slst day of March, A. D.
af1909,
writing,
signed
In
as
a resolution
before me personally appeared
firmatively approved by all the mem- George L. Brooks, to me known to be
bers of the Board of Directors or by the person described In and who exeall the members of the executive or cuted the foregoing Instrument and
other committee, and thereafter with acknowledged that he executed the
original or with duplicated signatures foregoing Instrument and acknowlTrack Marks
Inserted in the recorded minutes and edged that he executed the same as
i
Dca:c.f
lA
prjp'-rldated, shall he deemed to be his free act and deed.
COPVRIOKTS AC.
Witness my hand and seal the day ' Anronvm
the
of such board of such comkclrh and UrsertpMon m
tilrklf Mceruen our opinion fro wbeilier &
mit
as the case may be, to the
and year last above written.
invention ! prehaMf rmenMM.
HANDBOOK on t'aiutt
herein expressed, with the same (Signed)
R. M. MERRITT,
piumila.
flit fre. til'tMt ffer.rr fur
foi
Notary Public.
and effect as If the same had (Notarial Seal)
1'aienta tan throuffti 4lunu A IX. ruw!v
tpfcuU natus, without cttwtys, lu tL
duly passed by the same vote at
b.
a i ular convened meeting.
State of Connecticut,
Scientific
' ie directors of this corporation
County of Fairfield. ss.
A tinrlom1r fMnttratfxl
vktr. T urwtt
power
and
D.
to make
s'
On this 7th day of April, A.
have the
nf ally'
ttUi Journal. 'J ermi, kl ft
r its
yf.tri four Riontti, 11. tk4 bjttit nwat1r-.ur- t
1909, before me personally appeared
i '
and such
.1 be In force and effect until reew
Lewis C. Brooks, Edwin F. Hulbert.
MUNH & Co.a6,8-'KYcrV
lied or amended by the stockhold
Paul Findlay and Frederick H. New
UuumAO0)i. 435 F Ft, WuhCi.aou.lxU.
by-la-

by-la-

Non-Llaoll-

Nn-Ualilit-

NE,

by-la-

1

s,

sec-rtta-

by-la-

s,

ex-te- n'

.

American.

1

by-la-

tiy-la-
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MALE HELP

Clearing House for the People's Wants

yi

FEMALE HELP

lasslfld

CLERIL8
8THNOGRAFHER8
BOOKKEEPERS
SALESMEN
AGENTS

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

WANTED-Posltlo-

ns

BUkg

light
driving
team or Rome light outdoor wort;
g
12 years business and
experience. X., Citisen office.
POSITION WANTED By a first-clastenographer and typewriter.
English and Spanish translations
a specialty. Thoiough knowledge
of up to date business methods,
g
and insurance. Best
of references furnished on application. Address R.. care Citizen of- Position

5V ANTED

book-keepin-

ss

book-keepin-

flee.

MLE HLP
WANT FID

'Ko u r good house carpen-

ters. Ed. Feurnelle.
Copper.

WANTED

querque
works.

Fourth

Patternmaker
Foundry

at

and

and

Albu-

Machine

Albuquerque representative. Control staple line. Large conworth $2,600
sumption. Position
yearly to man with business acquaintance or to hustler. Consolidated Mfg. Co.. Rochester,N.
MALE
HELP WANTED 1 10
month. STQ expense allowance at ;
put out mercaanais ana
tart,
grocery catsJegues;
mall order
fcous. American Roma Supply Co.,
Desk 13. Chicago. 111.
RITE and we will explain bow wa
pay any man 18S per month and all
traveling expense to take orders
WANTED

n

Cor

portrait. Experlenee

unneces-aar- y.

This offer made by tka greatest portrait house In the world,
Writ now before It la too lata.
X. D. Martel, Dept. ISO. Ohlcage.
1BN Take order for tka largest
portrait konse. Some of our men
are making tSOO a msntk, sa can
you. Address, National Art and
Crayon Co., Dept. 447, Chicago.
rOUNQ MEN FOR RAILWAY MAIL
Examination In Albuquerque Mar li. Intending applicants
should begin preparation at once.
Sample questions and "How Government Position Are Secured,"
School, 77
sent free. Iriter-StIowa At., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Bet-vi- e.

at

FEMALE HELP

CHICKENS PAY THE LAUNDRY BILL
Some women insist on doing their own washing each week to help
the family income. They know a dollar saved is a dollar made; so they
proceed to economize and begin on the laundry bill.
But this is solving the problem in the wrong way; don't try to save
try to make. It is easier to work with your head than with your
hands besides its more profitable.
Think of that big back yard where the week's washing is hung out.
Instead of putting out the washing there next week -- put out some
chickens.
You can easily buy a good stock 01 hens to start with by inserting a
small want ad in the columns of tomorrow's paper. You can locate the
best chickens in town by this method and get them at alow price, too
Then don't forget that if you buy your chickens through a want ad,
others will buy theirs from you in the same way.
Yes, and you can sell the eggs that way also. You can find customers who will take your entire supply at higher prices than the wholesale house would pay.
Consider thisit is certainly easier to attend to chickens than it is
the laundry. Write out that want ad.

Boarding house or hotel
two experienced young woor out of city. Address M.
office.
An elderly lady, German
.WANTRD
preferred to stay with family as
companion while husband is travel
Ing. Apply 815 Mountain road
CANTED
Seamstress and appreu
dressmaklis d4 iviment.
ties
Cran millinery and dressmaking
parlor, Fifth street and Central
avenue
WANTED A lady collector, mar
SALESMEN
rled or single, to collect a few day
aontkly for a California Install
ment kouse. Easy work, good pay WANTED Salesman: Experienced In
References required. Address Box
any line to sell general trado In
144, Oakland, Cal,
An unexcelled speNew Mexico.
Commissions
proposition.
cialty
WANTED
with 115 weekly advance for expenses. The Continental Jewelry
Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
WANTED Fifty tons choice alfalfa
kay. The Matthew Dairy, 1700 N. SALESMEN WANTED We
want
Fourth street Phone 420.
men capable of earning tiO, S7tor
saeas-Habn'kaTnd
efANTSD Second
$100 per week to sell rotary wind
signs. If you can get and mean
Coal yard.
business, writs Albright Sign Co.,
WANTED To buy large tract of
Muncle, Ind.
timber. Give full report, cask
price, location, shipping facilities,
ANIBD An energetic educated
e
also terms. I. C. Cockey, 226
man to sell tk New International
Btdg- - Denver, Colo.
Mexico;
In New
ncyclopaedla
splendid epenlng; state age. presInformation regarding
ANTED
ent smployment and give referenfarm or business tor sale; not parand company,
ces. Dodd. Mead
ticular a'Mut location; wlrfh to kear
ghukert Building. Kansas City. Mo.
from owner only, who will sell direct to buyer; give pries, descripcapable salesman to csvet
KVANTBD
tion, and state when possession can
New Mexico with staple line. Hlgk
had. Address L. Derbyshire,
commissions, with 1100 montkly
Box 110, Roekester, N. T.
advance. Permanent position to
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., Detroit, Mick.
AGENTS
f ANTED SsJeraian to carry
Souvenir Post Cards as side
WEEK PAID ONB PERSON
titInPER
proposition.
Money making
11ns.
sack county to handle our big
1100
advertising combination. J. 8. Selg- Boms of our men making
montkly. Stat references. Gartner
ler Company, como moci, cmcago
A Bender, Chicago.
Agents to sell our line of
rTANTBVD
elgare with si new patent slgar WANTED
10 a month, 170 expense
lighter. Can also be carried as a
cbandlse and grocery catalogues;
Co.,
side Use. Address Crown Cigar
mall order house. American Home
Milwaukee, Wis.
Supply Co.. Desk 11, Chicago, 111.
KESPONerBLB men to sell Gaso- WANTED Salesman
achaving
Exclusive
lene Lighting Systems.
quaintance with leading manufactterritory, attractive proposition to
urers of Albuquerque and surround
right parties. Catalog free. Acorn
Ing territory.
Must have general
Brass Mfg. Co. Chicago, 111.
knowledge of machinery and beltwork
man
lo
tV ANTED Reliable
ing and be prer'.red to work on a
city of Albuquerque with Clear Haliberal commission basis as a regpa-proposition.
For
vana Cigar
ular or side line. Post Office Box
Sub((1
Tbor
ulars address Box
144, Station C. Cleveland. Ohio.
Tampa,
Fla.
Station,
saiaa-me- n
ANTED Honest, energetic
4
sr ANTED A genu make 14 a day;
to sell a general line of high
seven fast sellers; big new illustratgrade food product to kotel. resed catalogue
and samples tree.
taurants, farmers, rancner and
Commercial Supply Co., Box HIS,
tker large consumers. Experience
Boston, Mass.
you the
aaneeessary;
we teach
110 to
GEN TO Positively tnake
business; exclusive territory. Our
110 dally selling the greatest phogoods are guaranteed full weigh:,
ever produced;
to art specialty
full measure and In every way
something new and unusual. L. K.
mest tke reulrements .if all pure
exceptional opportun-if- ,
food law.
'utter. Mgr., 464 Carroll ave.. Chi
ago. Ill
write toley for particular.
company, Wkole- M ALB OR FEMALE, can
Job Serton
tGENTd,
ft Franklin t
als rovtrs
make all kinds of money selling
my Pongee Swiss Embroidered
rules r"
Waist Patterns and Silk 8hawls.
CITIZEN
31g msney
for you. Catalogue
WANT ADS
mailed ct request. Joseph uiuex.
BRING RESULTS.
(11 Broadway, N. T. city.
WANTED
work by
men, la
M
this

fr

s

Kitt-redg-

FOR REN1
FOR

RENT

Storeroom.

fronting

new postofflce. on May 15th. C. E.

Uleckler.
Fine, large rooms, reasonable, furnished.
Cottages with yards.
Store room.
Altalfa ranch, all close In.
Inquire 121 H North Third street.
FOR" R KMT Type w rl t e rs7J 1 kind.
xenungs,
Albuquerque Typewriter
lit West Central.

Furnished Rooms
A nicely furnished front
room; can have board In house If
wanted. No other roomers. 10' S.
Walter street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
110,
l
for light housekeeping.
and $11 per month. 114 West Gold,
FOR RENT Nice furnished rooms,
for housekeeping. Apply Mrs. Dor-a524 W. Central, rear. Rent reasonable.

TO RENT

n.

Business Opportunities
seekln, a publisher
AUTHORS
the
with
should communicate
Cochrane Publishing company, 177
Tribune building. New Tork city.
FOR SALE Well established, good
paying business. Invoices about
Address P. O. Box 120, Albuquerque, New Mex.
11.-00- 0.

MONEY

TO LOAN

MONET Do you need It? We can
furnish capital for any meritorious
enterprise. Stock and bond Issues
sold on commlsHton basis. Metro111
politan Investment company.
La Salle St., Chicago.
Swept Over Niagara.
This terrible calamity often bap-pen- s
because a careless boatman ignores the river's warnings growing
ripples and faster current Nature's
warnings are kind. That dull pain or
ache n the bark warns you the kidneys need attention If you would es
cape fatal maladies dropsy, diabetes
or Bright' dlasease. Take Electric
Iiltters at once and see backache fly
and all your best feelings return. "After lng suffering from weak kldnrys
and lame back, one $1 bottle wholly
cured me," writes J. R. BKnkenshlp,
of Brlk, Tenn. Only 40c a. all

ROOMS TO RENT

Mds

BRAVE

Medal

Will bo Awards! and
n Mmlo for Widow and
phans, of Hero.

ROUSES FOR SALT

ITOvis- Or-

Phoenix. April 29. For saving the
lives of Mrs. W. W. McCunc and her
six yeaf old son from drowning ui
BUSINESS OPTOR-TUNnTE- S
tho Colorado river near Parker, when
the river was at flood stage, the Car
negie hero fund commission of New I
York has voted medals and cash con- - I
MONET TO LOAN
tributlons to Peter Dean and Sulta-matwo Indians on the Parker reservation.
LOST AND FOUND
iDean sacrificed his life that Salta-ma- h
might get out of the river with
Mrs. McCuno and th boy. His act
was one of tho noblest
that has ever been performed by .in
Indian In Arizona.
The commission has voted a silver
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
medal and $50 per month to tho widow of Dean during lor life, and If
sho marries, $5 per month additional
PHYSICIANS
to each of her children until they
reach the age of sixteen years. Salta-nia- h
was voted a silver medal.
SOLOMON L. BURTON, M. D.
Mrs. McCune and her son fell from
a disabled steamer near Tumu when
Physician and Surgeon.
the river was running high. Dean .ind
threw a plnnk into the
Residence, (10 South Walter Street, Saltnmah
river and swam upon It to the drownPhone 10SO. Office, I Burnett
ing people Just in time to grab them
Building. Phone.
1T.
when they were going down or the
third time locked In each other's
A. G. SIIORTLE, M. D.
arms.
Tho current was too etrong to permit nil four of the people to get to
Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.
the bunk on the plank, and after
floating for a quarter of mile with his
Hour 10 to IS and I to 4
companions, Denn shouted that he
Telephone 884
Room 8,
and 10, State National would not cMixe the drowning of all
four, but would cast on.
Bank Block.
After a desperate ibattle In the rng-n- g
current,
Dean .ank anil was
never seen again alive. For nearly
DENTISTS
half a mile Naltnmuh luikled
the
plank down the river, all three being
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
rescued In an exhausted condition.
They could not have hung on but a
Dental Surgery.
few minutes longer.
act, which cost him his life.
Room 1 and S, Burnett B sliding, butDean's
probably saved the other three,
Over O'RleUy Drug Store.
won for his memory high commenda
Appointment Made by Mall.
tion at the hands of the Carnegie
744.
Phone
re
commission.
His widow will
ceive enough each month to support
herself and children for the rest of
DRS. COPP AND PETnT.
their lives.
DENTISTS.
IEUPP TO VISIT
Room

CO.
REALTY
Established 1888

Real Estate. Loans.
FIRE INSURANCE

RANCHES FOR SAL1

FOR 8ALK,
I1,B0.(K)
brxk residence on South Broasrway,
foot lot, tree ana outsuusecv
Easy term.
3,006.0
Great bargain
brick residence In tka
Highlands, close In; lawn, fruit
and shade trees.
$1,900.00 A
frame
house, modern, Fourtk ward;
easy payment. A great

n,

li.

N. T. Armijs Building.
EDMUND

J. .ALGER, D. D.

B,

Tracho.
Office hours,
a. ru. to 11:14 p. m. Will Investigate Rpldcnuo of Hosnut and Arrange for New
1:80 to I p. no.
pital at Phoenix.
Appointment made by malL
Phone 4S41
U tOt W. Central Ave.
Phoenix, April 27. Hy the end Of
this week Francis E. Leupp, com
missioner of Indian affairs, is expect
LAWYERS
ed to arrive In Phoenix from Wash
ington, D. C, for the purpose of
making a personal Investigation of
R. W. D. BRYAN
which
the epidemic of trachoma,
prevails among tho pupils of the
Attorney M
?.
I'hoenix Indian school and among the
Office First National Bank Building Indian children of Arizona generally.
Betw-ee200 and 800 of the chil
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
are
dren at the Indian school
said to be suffering from sore eyes,
B. W. DOBSON
the majority of whom are victims of
trichoma, which, In the opinion f
Attorney at Law.
the federal government, is sufficient
to prohibit the landing of foreigners.
Office, CrocweU Block.
Attention has been call-- d several
Alboquaque, New Mexico.
times to the epidemic of trichoma
among the pupils of the Phoenix In
IRA M. BOND
dian school, especially since It has
spread to a number of white children
Attorney at Law.
in this section. Physicians have been
called upon to give the mutter much
Pension, Land Patents, OopywrlghU, attention and study.
FOE SALE
Congress has appropriated 112,000
Caveats, Letter Patent, Trade
Marks, Claim.
for tho building of a hospital at the
FOR SALE OR RENT Good res
taurant, good location. Call at 315 14 F Street N. W. Washington, D. C. Phoenix Indian school, from which
an Investigation will be directed lo
South First street.
all parte of the southwest. Two
THOS. K. D. MADDISON
FOR SALE Complete furnishing of
skilled physicians nnd several occu
a
house. No sickness. 62S
lists will be In attendance.
Attorney at Law
North Fifth street.
While Leupp's trip here is largely
good
80
of
bales
FOR SALE About
in connection with the trichoma epl
Office, 117 West Osld Ave.
hay cheap; party needs the room
demic, he will also disc una with Su
Phone 1168.
perintendent Goodman the plans for
FOR SALE New No. 6 Oliver, nevthe expenditure of large amounts ap
INSURANCE
Mlllett
er been used, sacrifice.
propriated by Congress for the In
Studio.
dlans of Arizona.
B. A. SLEY8TER
Leupp will probably be In the
saddle
FOR SALE Driving and
southwest for several weeks visiting
pony, harnesH, saddle and buggy.
Rotary
Insurance, Real Estate,
the various Indian schools and reser
Bargain. Room 7, N. T. Armljo bid,
Public
vations In Arizona and New Mexico,
FOR SALE 165 Singer sewing m
chine, used 3 months; $20. Other
Room 19 and 14, Cromwell Blk
A l.t ir.vr
(dm
114 West Gold.
15 snd up.
Albuquerque
New Mexico
An elderly farmer up In Maine lojjt
FOR SALE The house at 202 N,
Ms wife and his nephew was taking
Edith at a bargain, inspect same
the old man back to the empty farm
A. E. WALKER
liou.ne.
Chas. Mann, Old Albuquerque.
"Well," said the old man after a
Fire Insurance
FOR SALE A fine liar dm an piano,
long silence,
I supgood as new, beautiful tene. A
chance to possess an Instrument of Secretary Mutual Building AesocJatloa pose sho was a good wife t me. She
was a good cook and a good house117 West Centra y Avenue
unexcelled mak at Just half what
keeper, and she kept me well redd
it la wortk. On exhibit at Whit- up, 'but, do you know," he added, 1
on' Muslo store, 114 south Set
AUCTIONEER
never liked her." Jiuccess.
ond street, Albuquerque.
single
FOR SALE Thoroughbred
A FAMILY AIT'AIU.
3. M. Belli of tk Arm of Sol Us A
comb Rhode Island Red and Buff
"Cordelia." ordered the teacher,
Leghorn eggs. 11 per setting. 1411 L Breten. 117 West Gold avenue,
bas obtained an auctioneer'
North Fifth street
license "throw that gum In the
for th purpose of serving tk public
The pupil's face grew scarlet but
In tbat capacity as well as going an
4
Ttie Missouri SoWety of New
auction business at their own store she did not stir.
Mexico meets the second Wed- "If you do not put that gum in the
on Thursday of ak week, at 1:10
nrsday of each utonth at Odd
Immediately 1 will send
7:10 o'clock. Mr. BoUl ka waite-lmskFellows ball. 821 Noutli Second w and
you
room," suid the teachof
out
tho
had
experience
In
broad
tk auction
Wrdnee- stxevt. Nest nire-tinbusiness in his yungcr day. Wits er, gravely.
dsv. Msv 12. lOB.
The girl walked reluctantly to the
tls close attention to bualnes and th
at room 4, Bar- Headquarter
"I cant, teacher," she
polite and easy way in wklck he can
net building. Second and Ceo- "It's ma's gum an' she'll lick
address tk people, will assure him
1070.
Plume
s.
trsl.
uocea a In other day. The peo- me If I come home without It."
are requested
All MlKsoiirtan
ple of Albuquerque can mak
no
to rail and
mistake In giving Mr. Bolll tbelr
4k
O. 3. KRAKMER,
"Doan's Ointment cured me of
work.
Secretary.
4
that had annoyed me a lung
time. The cure was permanent ."
Hon. S. W. Matthews, commissioner
Hair Dresser and Chiropodist.
Augusta, Me,
Mr. Bambini, at ker parlor op- Labor Statixtli-sposite tk Alvarado and next door to
V
1. ffciv. flu nliimtxT. fop ir nr.
LUNC8 Bturgea cafe. Is prepared to give clenKmIumc.
and CURE
All grades ami prions, from
thsrsugk scalp treatment, do kalr S3 to 8. . Garden
liu-- e
repairing, "u
4reslng, treat corn, bunion and Wt'kt central,
iszu.
rinme
ingrown nail. She give
massage
WITH
o
treatment and manicuring.
Mr.
1ttgulate the bowels, promotes
Pambtnl'c own preparation of com- pay natural movements, cures conplexion ereim build up tk skin and stipation Dean's Kcgulctg. Ask your
'm proves the complexion, and
drutigLst for them. 2b cents a box.
guaranteed not to b injurious. She
o
PHICE
oc
also prepare kalr tnlo and cures
Comfortable slippers and Julietes
wyyuiria
tlM.
MlK
Free
Bottle
"tlsi
OLDS
and prevent dandruff and kah fall for women. They rest your feet and
AND IlL THROAT AN0LUNQ TROUBLES
ing ut, restore lit to dead kalr, re make housework eaxy. At the same
molts, wart and superfluous time they look neat and dainty. Trlcec
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY. moves
kalr. For any blemish of tk face run from 11.10 to 12. C. May's shoe
OR KONEY B.LFUNDUD.
nsul Mr, Baablai,
eall and
store, 114 West Central avenue.

t

"forty-slx""year-

Lots In new town of Rckn,
at original plat price. Call at

our office for full particulate,
CTioIce vacant lot In city of
Albuquerque.
See us before
buying elsewhere.
FOR RENT.
house, near
hops on Pacific avenue.
new
110.00 Comfortable.
house, North Eighth St.
$20.00 Rooming nous wltk
tore room, close to shop.
$8.00

strictly

$25.00

mod-

ern brick house at 309 E. Gold
13.50 per week, 1 rooms, furnished for light housekeeping.
West Copper, near Third street.
$55.00
furnished, modern,
brick, facing
park; finest In th city.
$65.00
Hotel Henrietta. 1
brand new, never occupied. Is
modern, 17 rooms; fin location, a bargain.
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.
Having the only up to data
Abstract Book for th city of
, Albuquerque
and county of
Bernalillo, and a competent
experienced
abstractor,
and
and conveyancer In our office,
we are prepared
to furnish
OF TIcorrect ABSTRACTS
TLE on SHORTEST NOTICE,
and at LOWEST PRICES.
MONET TO LOAN at $ per
cent on first mortgage, In any
amount above 1B00.
NKOOTIATED
LOANS
MONEY INVESTED HOrSES
TAXES PAID
RENTED
and complete charge taken of
properties for resident and.
non-reside-

NOTARY TUBLIO IN

2t9 tVf Qold

OF-FIC- E.

AV0HU0

FOR RENT.
Five room brick house, electric
light, bath, large closets, lawn,
cement sidewalks, excellent location and neighborhood, closs In;
125; water paid.
Three room flats, with bath,
near shops, 110; water paid.
FOR SALE.
Twenty acre farm, 11 acres In
alfalfa, 900 bearing grape vines,
a good many fruit trees, Ove room
adobe house, corral, etc.; well
fenced, near main ditch, about
rwo and one-ha- lf
miles from town.
Price 13,000,
About 15 acres good land a
short distance west of the Barela
bridge. Price $76 an acre.
Forty-fiv- e
acres fine land, one-ha- lf
In alfalfa,
balance planted
last year In corn and wheat;
about seven miles from town.
Price IS, tOO.
Six room frame house, strictly
modern, four block from business center, 13,100.
seMoney to loan on flrst-elacurity.
.

ss

ua('K

of

MOORE

JOHN

AC! OF TWO

HOUSES FOR RENT

-

Montoya

A.

111 West Gold Avenaa,

Albuquerque, New lfexloa.

s.

Send for Our

Select List of

FIFTT CALIFORNIA PAPERS

waste-bucket-

f

whereby you can Insert dls- play ads in all papers for
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH
The Dake Advertising Agency,
Incorporated.
417 & Main St. It Oraary Bt
Lo Angeles, Cal. San Francisco.

et

(ie.'-k- .

con-tinne-

Huc-ces-

er-ze-

.

KILLthe COUGH
the

Dr. King's
Hgvj Discovery

r

1

We Ask You
to take Cardul, for your female
troubles, because vo are sure It
will help you. Remember that
thia great femalo remedy

niuiiiunnn
BuMiacftfl

WINEfP'i
OF

IHJ,

has brought relief to thousands of
other sick women, so why not to
you t For heaoache, backache,
periodica) pains, female weakness, many have said It is "the
best medicine to take." Try It !

Sold in This City

,

ATntTQTTFRQUT,

PAGE EIGHT.

CANDY

Dainty Shoes for Spring
THE FACT that you see so little of your own
teet is no proof that they are not noticed
by others. The shapelier they are the more
closely they will be watched, and it is your

duty to dress them to the best of your ability.
The easiest and most satisfactory way to do
this is to let us fit you to a pair of our handsome shoes or oxfords.

Men's Shoes, patent colt, gunmetal, vici kid or calf
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00
per pair
Men's Oxfords, patent colt, gunmetal, vici kid, calf
per pair
$2.50, $3 00, $3.50, $4.00
kid,
vici
kid or calf
Women's Shoes, patent
$S-.
per pair
$2.00, $2.50, $3.00,
kid.
calf
vici
or
kid,
suede
Women's Oxfords, patent
per pair
$1.65, $2.25, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
$3-5-

0

A S.M LL ITIM I! ASK
of our candy always results In a blg-Bono next time. Nobody who
tastes our enndy l.s ever satiwlled with
a I'ttle box the second time.
Hut oven a little of our c.mdy Is
btter than none nt all. Indeed it l.s

much better than a whole lot of the
common kind. So rofiie. in f'ir any
quantity yoi like. If you ran not b.iy
much, buy as nueh as you can. You'll
enjoy It unyw.y
SCirCTT CANDY CO.
Second Door North ot P. O.

PERSONAL.
P A R A GRAPHS

CITIZEN.

nU'KSDW. APIUIj

expects to leave In a few days for
f Jean Thurgoort
the 'cuttle runch
near San Marrial for a month's va- OP
cation.
Reserved seat tickets fur the lecture of Col. K . K. Tw ltrbell on the
"Military Occupation of New Mexico," were plaeed on sale nt Mutson's
book store today. The lectuVe will lie
given nt the Elks' theutre Monday
night, May 3.
The territorial petit Jury yesterday
afternoon returned a verdict finding:
Wllllnm Phillips, former policeman,
guilty of assault and battery, on a
charge brought on complaint of Dr.
C. C. Hendrlck, editor of the Sun. A
new trial will probably be asked.
meeting
Thero will bo a regular
and social hour of the Woman's club
In their club rooms on Vit
Gold
nt 3
avenue tomorrow afternoon
o'clock, and It has been requested
that all new members be present and
become acquainted.
Tin- childn n .if John liiddlecoine,
have
whose mother died recently,
been taken to Eureka, Utah, by their
dead mother's sister. Mrs. Reagan.
Mrs. Reagan spent several days In the
city and left this morning on train
No. 2 for Eureka. Mr. Biddlecome is
a bricklayer.
J. H. Herndon, formerly of this
city, but now of Raton, arrived Inst
night from a trip to Rio Arriba county, accompanied by W. C. Moore, a
capitalist of Chicago. Mr. Moore and
associates contemplate making invest- X
ments In New Mexico timber hinds.
Mr. Herndon is the proprietor of a
large lumber yard at Raton. He is
also Interested In a yard at Willard,

TABLE

of quiet
FOR THEinMAN
clothes, who
doesn't care for the frills
of fashion, we have the
best models in the regular
styles.

t

life m

Snrlna Suits
Hart, Schaffner
&

Marx

have made them for us,
and we have a great stock
for you to select from. You
can look at some of the

COFFEES

-

ultra-fashionab-

MALOY'S
Phone 72

models,

le

also, if you choose; we'll
sell you whatever you want;

it's here.

Suits $20 to $35

I J.A.GARDNER f

This store is the hotre of
Marx Clothes.

Hart Schaffner

Hand Tailored Clothes
for Gentlemen

Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner tc Mart

SIMOM STERN

i

Central

venue
Clothier

Z

Smmpla Room--Nm- w
MexThe forest service has just an X
ico Cleaning Works
nounced the following appointments
on national forests In this district:
Dalbis F. Wells, forest guard on the
319 West Gold Avenue
THE POT Of GlilD
T'oito, George E. Crunier, forest
guard on the Coconino, Ralph E.
ROOMS AT THE
King, assistant forest ranger on the
UOESN'f
EXIST
t
Insure In the Occidental Life.
mssist-anColter,
Prescott, Robert J.
Try Olorleta beer. rir.one 482.
forest ranger on the Apache, Robert
Box factory wood $3. DO full load Monroe, forest guard on tho Gila, Colburn's
Employment (Mice
from t.rieinis Ml) He is
assistant forest
end II. L. Miller.
W. H. Hahn Co.
Sorry He Cuu't Hear hit the
ranger
on the Si.n Juan national for- at Joe Richards' Cigar Store
.louriinl's SI my.
I'eter Kitejien was a business visitor in the city yesterday from Gallup. est.
113Ji West Central Ave.
John Xip. the ranch man wnu
Col. It. E. Twiteliell, attorney for
1185 West Silver Avenue.
Cood,
white cook; also was reported to have found a pot of
the fcvmta Fe In New Mexico, arrived POPULAR COUPLE
woman for house work. Good baker, Bold amounting to t:t.1.0iju in the
only take the cake, but
Not
hint night from Ixis Vegas.
good pay.
neijrhborhood of the old ranch of
they take the whole bakery,
Sidney,
son,
Xftthan Rarth and his
tluadalupe Gutierrez, a former she p
with the baker thrown in.
WILL WED TONIGHT
irft last night for their sheep ranches
king of New Mexico, says that the
Tom, Die'-- ind Harry eay so.
in western Hocorro county.
story is a
So there must be something In
A. Chad wick, of Charles Chad wick
Several weeks ago n man came to
It.
Come and see for yourhl
& Co., returned
place from Hernalillo and wald
last niKlit after a Well Known Yoiinjr People Will He
self.
was
DECLAMATION
he
a
that
short business visit In Santa Fc.
PRIZE
treasure
and
hunter
l
Aflit Home to Their YIeods
wanted to search for money supposed
It. Li. lingers, forit assistant
:f
ter May 1 at :t07 South rno.
to have been buried on the old Guthe local United States forest office,
Context Hold This .Morning: at Uni- tierrez ranch. Xlpp said he told the
lift last night for the (iilu national
evening
of
This
at the residence
versity Brought Out a Crowd
man that he didn't know anything
forest.
Father Munflalarl, of tho ImmacuI'rom the City.
about it, but that he might ask Mrs.
I.. A. Itinfr, S. V. Johnson. V. M. late Conception church,
will
take
Nipp, who is a daughter of the forGood, Hort Evans and S. A'. Berry place the marriage of Miss
A large crowd gathered In the asMyrtl
mer sheep king and Inherited the
spent yesterday in the city fr):n Kirkpatrick, daughter of
Klrk-patrlP.
sembly hall of the University
this Gutierrez ranch. Mrs. Xlpp told tho
Jl.
Cimarron.
7lft
South Arno street, and morning to hear the declamation con- man that he lrad better return from
of
Don't forget the big shoe sale now Albert Korber, son of Mr. and Mrs. test. The contest selections, which whence he came.
121 J. Korber, of 222 South Broadway. were taken from the American oragoing on at William Chaplin's,
Nipp says that natives living in the
Went
Central avenue. Florsh'Jlm The wedding will be attended only by tory of the Civil war period, were ex- vicinity of hie place learned that the
poJ-piimmediate relative of the young
shoes for men at cost.
ceptionally well rendered and after supposed treasure hunter had been
l,
Oscar Blueher will act us best due consideration by Professors
A. F. Potter, assistant forester In
there and told Leonardo Hunick of
Stephen and Watson, who off- Old Albuquerque and Hunick
the department of grazing of the man while Miss Anna Korber, Klst';'
told
United States forest service, with of the groom will bo maid of honor. iciated as judges, first place was the Morning Journal. JsTpp said he
Flower and Vegetable
Both Miss Kirkpatrick and Mr. Kor- awarded to Fred Browning, who re- wished the story was true.
spent
headquarters In Washington,
ber have a host of friends In this city. ceived, for his efforts, a fifteen volGuadalupe Gutierrez, according to
yesterday in the city.
young couple, will ume set of Shakespeare, the gift of old residents, was the owner of
0
John Ortega, the soft drink mixer After May 1st the
to their friends in their Dr. L. II. Chamberlain.
sheep and a large number of catA unaniformerly employed in Albuquerque, be at home
mous vote of thanks was extended to tle, and must have made considerable
but recently of Hants Fe, is in the h'1me at 307 South Arno street.
Last call on
Dr. Chamberlain by the' students of money, very little of which anyone
city today on his way to El Paso,
the university for his generous gift. living here ever aw him spend. Bewhere he expects to locate.
our new
AUCTION SALE
The following program was rendered: cause of his disposition to make and
J. C. Bremenderfer, a well known
money
save
and
Old South
the
fact
"The
left
that
he
and the
shipment
ranch man living
uth of the city,
by Henry W. Grady Thomas a very small sum of money caused
left this morning for a visit to his old
many
to
believe
At 516 East Grand avenue, Friday J. Maybry.
he
buried
(Given
New
that
his
the
home in Atlca, Ohio. He expects o April 80, at 1 p. m. Furniture open England Society, Nowbefore
York, Decem- money and died without revealing the
be away three months.
Thursday
hiding place. Nipp says that Gutierafternoon.
12,
Inspection
1886.)
for
ber
We have stirred the town with our Furniture of a 5 room house consist"The Death of John Brown," by rez did spend his money, lie says
big &hoe sale. Reductions in all ing of a Walnut set of parlor furnit- William Lloyd Garrison Lillian Win- he spent much of it educating his
styles of shoes for men and women. ure; $35 leather covered couch; new ders. (Delivered in Boston In 1859.) children, six in number, and in travChaplin, 121 West Central avenue.
Vernls Martin bed; $12 mattress, gol"Compromise Measure," by Henry eling.
tables, linoleum, Clay Fred L. Browning. (Given in
C, F. Brown, district manager for den oak dresser,
TUT AMI IHV7. TO MKKT.
with parlor stove, mission oak book case, the United States Senate. February
the Continental Oil company.
El Paso, April 29. A movement
headquarters at Denver, is In the city Smyrna Tug and many other articles 6, 1S30.)
ha been started here to induce Pres
on a trip of Inspection. Mr. Brown is too numerous to mention.
"Toussalnt
L'Overture." by Wen- ident
Diaz of Mexico to visit EI Paso
J. M. SOLLIE,
accompanied by Mrs. Brown.
dell Phillips Guy Cox.
next November at the time President
Auctioneer.
The trial of Peter Jacobson, charg
Taft will be passing through the city.
to
ed with killing hogs belonging
Hanan IXxilwear for Women.
Perfecto Armljo, was begun In the
CALLS FOII STATEMENT.
205 South First Street
All tho good points that should
district court this morning.
It will be found
Washington. April 29. The comp
In a good shoe are summed
probably go to the jury this evening. up In the woiM "HANAN." It is
currency
today Issued a
ARRIVE TONIGHT troller of the
call for a statement of the condition
Harry Ijithrop, who for eeveral easier to remember
to ask us for
of all national bankd at the close of
years past has been an employe of Italian's than to describe a good
tho American Lumber company, left shoe. We are sole agents for this l'li-- t Annual
of Sttlsli business Wednesday, April 1!S.
l!i(c Masons Knds at Santa I'e
lust night for Denver, where he will noted footwear. Rosenwald's
shoe
SNOW 1
PKXXNYI.VAXI..
be assigned to a run in the railway department.
nml Alhnqiicrqiicans RePittsburg. April 29. The heaviest
o
mall service.
turn Home.
.snowfall of the winter lu
western
. TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
II. Scott Knight brought suit In the
Pennsylvania began hist night and at
first
of
annual
The
reunion
the
district court today against Stephen FOR RENT Houses 4 to 8 looms, Scottish Kite Masons of New Mexico Bradford thi morning It was ten in
Canavan asking judgment In the sum
o'ne furnished 8 room and furnitwas brought to a close in Santa Fe ches deep and still falling.
BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
of 1244.20 for money alleged to be
ure for sale, easy payments. W. H. last evening with a banquet jn MaGOAL
Vp
Before
Bar.
the
and
due tho Albuquerque Foundry
211
McMlllion, real estate broker,
ALL LENGTHS CEDAR AND
sonic Temple, at which nearly two
N. H. Brown, an attorney, of Pitts- Machine works for goods purchased.
PINION WOOD.
W. Oold.
hundred prominent Masons from all field, Vt., writes: "We
used Dr.
MILL AND FACTORY WOOD.
singer FOR SALE Good big t''am horses, parts of the territory were present. King's New Life Pills havs
Jack Roach, the baritone
years
for
and
LUMP, S5.6t.
who has been pleasing the crowds at
new harness, spring wagon, Inquire The reunion began Monday and was And them, such a good family mediNUT, $4.20.
a mo.'t successful event and assures cine we wouldn't be without
Highland livery.
the Crystal theatre the past wiuter,
them."
the establishment of Scottish Rite For chills, constipation, biliousness or
We'll
Please or Burnt
Masonry on a firm footing In
headache they work wondsrs. He
Among the most prominent sick
oeo
any oompetltlo
meet
We
wU
at all dealers.
Masons who attended the reunion in
WHEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK FOIi
Santa Fe were James
Richardson.
AZTEC FUEL CO.
prand commander of the southern Jurisdiction; Inspector General Harper
Phone 251.
S. Cunningham, who is in charge of
We have both makes. Our Block is large. Every piece marked very
Office, Corner Granite and First
Inspector General
territory,
this
and
low in plain figures. We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods
JL. C. Stewart, In charge of the Juto reduce stock.
risdiction of Missouri.
A class of fifty-twtook the degrees, among whom were the follow
Central A ve.
The Lending
1 1
V
ing from this city who returned this
Albuquerq
Jeweler
noon: Paul Teutsch, E. I,. Medler,
oeoeoeoecwoacoeoeoeoo
Fred Miller and James Wilkinson.
The following Scottish Rite Masons
UOCXJOOOUOOCXXXXXJOO
from Albuquerque were also In at
5 tendance:
James Englchart. F. E.
For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
Sturges. N. G. MeCroden and W. S.
Hopewell. The next rt union will be
held In Santa Fe during the third
in September.
I week
Cunningham
Messrs.
Richardson.
H and Stewart will arrive 1.1 this city
WHITE VAGONS
x xrxxxxncfKxxxxxxxxxxxxxjv
and will
xxxxxxxiooocxxxrxxxxxxzi on train No. 1 this evening,
A short man can travel as
be entertained at a smok;-at 8:30
as a giant If he makes
fast
Lodge
evening
by
Temple
this
the
his feet go faster.
A. F. and A, M. Elaborate preparations have been made for the
Likewise,
short locals
banquet which will be tendered these
scattered on 'different pages
distinguished Masons in the Masonic
will often do the work of a
Temple in this city tomorrow even
Lady Assistant
One of our Three Registered Men may be
In
by the Scottish Rite Masons of
display ad, and their cost Is
A!' lquerque.
is a mere trifle.
found at the following Telephone Numbers:
You can Clothe Your Family here on
BALE,
We have many advertisT. W. SCHMALmVACK 1442
C. O. F. HOFFMAN 1494
v
No.-- l
black gentle driving hers;
ers who use them daily.
QCO. B. WILLIAMS 1 109
harness and nearly new burrr
I
ulrs Room St, Armljo block. Bl- Men's & Ladies' Suits a specialty
r
o Baca.
Phons 417.
If yoa are too busy, send
STAGE TO JEftTEZ LEAVES 111
for our ad man.
v EST GOLD EV ERY MORNLXQ
A7
Albuquerque.
117 Went Central Avenue. Blue Front, rbone 781.
SIS West Central.
O'CLOCK.
Should yoa fall to receive The
Evening Citizen, cull up tlie
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. 3, and your paper will be
delivered by special nieswnger.

HANAN'S

!.
a--

Chase & Sanborn's

N. M.

Shoe Department Headquarters for the Best Footwear

AUTOCRAT
i THETHEBREAKFAST

29.

t:

t

i:

i

Killlt-imiii-

FOOTWEAR
IS

Strictly Reliable
Hanan Shoes are the most reliable,
because they have a reputation of
fifty years of knowing how. They
are the most economical shoes made, because jDnly the
choicest leathers are used in their construction. They,
feeling
therefore retain their shape and have a glove-l.k- e
which assures you solid comfort and wear. We are showing them in various leathers, both high and low shoes. Ask
to see this handsome footwear.

all-rou-

J J.

ck

Seed si

Con-wel-

Hanan' Perfection Footwear $5.00, $5 50 and $6.00

A. Wood, Prop. I

60,-00-

!

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.

New-South,-

5c Package

Stoves, Ranges, House Furnishing Goods,
Cutlery and Tools, Iron Pipe, Valves
and Fittings.

6 for 25c

Plumbing, Heating, Tin and Copper Work

t

SKINNER'S

318 W. Central Ave.

Phone 315

n

PLACE YOUR ADS IN THE ALBUQUERQUE

C. O. CUSHMAN, Sec.

E. L. WASHBURX, Pres.

CITIZEN

A

Treas.

E. L. Washburn Company
(I.NOOKITIKATRIl)

Will Make
All Plain to You:
in the STEIN-BLOCstyle, and make-umanner. You will find it different
from what you have experienced heretofore.
The fit will fit you, the style will point your
will reward your
figure properly, the make-u- p
search. No other clothes we know of and
will touch you off
we are fairly clothes-wis- e
do.
as STEIN-BLOCThe why? Well, we guess it's brains and a
serious desire to play square with American
men.
p,

I.

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

Try-o- n

Fit,

New-Mexic-

roooeoeooeoooooo

Complete Outfitters for Men and Boys

A

Coal Coke Wood

H

H

Suits $18.00 to $30.00
Paragon Trousers, the Best on the
market $5.00 to $18.00

GCJT

PPD
L. L.llITT

6

DT

Strong Brothers

m

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

$l5

r

In Case of Emergency

Mrs. R. B. Patten

lm

t

The WILLIAMS DRUG Co.

I

the citizen:

PER WEEK

E. MAHARAN

